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Introduction

How do things work, of what are things made, what is their origin? A natural way to
tackle these questions is to literally look inside physical objects: by taking them apart,
by looking with a microscope for details. One tries to understand the properties of an
object from its building blocks and from the interactions between those. Many different
and complicated phenomena are reduced to only a few basic concepts by generalization
and unification of the models thus obtained.

Although some people would argue that elementary particles physics started with
the 'atomos' of the ancient Greeks, it is probably more fair to say that it started at
the end of the 19th century, when electrical currents were understood as the transport
of charged particles, 'driven' by a voltage difference and magnetism was understood to
be generated by electrical currents. Maxwell showed that electricity and magnetism
could be put elegantly together in one single theory, and a simple set of equations (the
Maxwell equations).

The introduction of the Periodic Table of the Elements by Mendeleev was another
very important step. The Table showed that there was an order in the large number
of different elements, and that elements belonging together in one group had similar
physical and chemical properties. Mendeleev realized there were certain vacancies in
the table, and predicted the existence of elements that would fill up these holes, which
were found. This suggested some underlying mechanism: with fewer basic structures
it would maybe be possible to build up the whole variety of different atoms/elements.

On the next few pages we give a brief historical introduction to the subject of this
thesis (for more complete reviews see e.g. [1]).



1. Introduction

The Electron, Atomic Structure, QED
Thomson discovered the electron (1897), by showing that a cathode-ray tube emitted
charged particles. The mass of these particles was about l/2000th of the mass of a
hydrogen atom. He developed a model of atoms as a ball of positive particles and
negative electrons which would keep this ball from falling apart. Becquerel and the
Curie's discovered radioactivity, which showed that atoms are not always stable, but
can emit radiation. Experiments by Geiger, Marsden and Rutherford, in which Q-
particles were scattered off a gold foil, showed that the mass of the atoms is concentrated
in a small 'nucleus', much smaller than the atom.

Theoretical work of Lorentz end Einstein laid the basis for the Theory of Relativity.
Bohr developed a model for the atom, consisting of electrons circulating in orbits around
the positively charged nucleus. Planck introduced the notion of quantization, predict-
ing and explaining black-body radiation and the photoelectric effect, which shows that
these electron orbits were organized in discrete levels and that light is quantized in
packets of energy. Quantum mechanics was developed further by Schrödinger and
Heisenberg, who introduced the Uncertainty Principle (one cannot measure both the
particles' position and its momentum with infinite precision, but the improvement of
the measurement of one of the two leads to a worsening of that of the other). Fermi,
Dirac and others introduced the notion of fermions, bosons and antiparticles. The
discovery of the positron, the antiparticle of the electron, was a great success for their
theories. Halfway the thirties the picture seemed to be complete: with protons, neu-
trons, electrons, positrons and photons, experiences from everyday world could be
explained.

But of course people did not loose curiosity and kept doing experiments and exam-
ining the existing theories critically, developing new ones if necessary. The neutrino
was introduced to explain the missing energy and angular momentum in the decay of
the neutron n -+ p + e. Yukawa used relativistic quantum mechanics to develop the
picture of forces being described as exchanges of particles. In the fourties, this lead
Tomonoga, Feynman and Schwinger to Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED): the theory
of the interactions of photons and electrons.

Proton Structure, Quarks and Gluons
A heavier version of the electron, the muon, was found as well as many more particles,
such as the pion, kaon and muon neutrino. Particles could be classified as leptons (e.g.
the electron and muon) and hadrons (e.g. the proton, neutron, pion). The former do
not and the latter do participate in strong interactions. The number of 'elementary'
particles, and in particular of hadrons, became so large that theoreticians were eagerly
searching for an underlying order. In the early sixties, Gell-Mann's SU(3) quark-flavour
symmetry [2] offered a convenient way to build up the then known hadrons from two or
three quarks — the up, down and strange quark (u, d and s) — and their antiparticles.



It also predicted some new ones, notably the Q~ (333). To satisfy tlie Pauli exclusion
principle it required an additional quantum number for the three a-quarks to be in a
totally antisymmetric state. This new quantum number was called 'colour'. It forms
the basis of a new theory of forces: Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), a non-Abelian
gauge theory with local SU(Z) invariance giving rise to fcrces between coloured objects
by the exchange of gluons (analogous to the photon in QED).

Leptons are pointlike and are therefore convenient r>robes foi studying hadron struc-
ture. The first Deep-Inelastic Scattering (DIS) experiments showed that the quarks
were not just convenient mathematical concepts: in 1969, experiments at SLAC [3]
scattering electrons off protons showed that there were smaller entities in the proton,
named partons [5]. Comparison with subsequent neutrino-nucleon scattering experi-
ments in the Gargamelle bubble chamber at CERN confirmed the existence of these
objects and their fractional charge. Moreover, from the angular distribution of the
scattered electron in electron-nucleon scattering the longitudinal part of the cross sec-
tion was shown to vanish and the validity of the Callan-Gross relation, F2 = 2xf\ [4],
was shown to hold, implying that the partons carry spin 1/2. This resulted in the
identification of partons with quarks.

The first direc* > ridence for gluons was provided by the observation of three-jet
»-v.'Tits in e+e~ ai, ..hilation at the PETRA collider at DESY in Hamburg [6].

.\ne proton consists of quarks and gluons and although the interactions between
qu • • ks and gluons are known in principle, we are not yet able to quantitatively derive
the proy '*•'.ies of the proton from the underlying theory. This means we cannot calcu-
late the distributions of quarks and gluons inside the proton from first principles: we
can try to make models to describe it, but in the end we have to measure them. In this
thesis we concentrate on the measurement of the gluon distribution, through a study
of charm production.

Overview of this thesis
In the first chapter we will introduce the HERA accelerator and the physics topics
studied at HERA, which we will illustrate with some results published by the ZEUS
collaboration.

The ZEUS detector is described in chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the trigger and
data acquisition system and the general ZEUS analysis and reconstruction software.

The chapters 5-7 constitute the main part of this thesis. After introducing heavy
quark production at HERA in chapter 5, we present the analysis performed on the
1993 and 1994 ZEUS data. We focus on two methods to recognize charm production:
by tagging the semi-leptonic decay of charmed particles into an electron or by the
reconstruction of a Dti: meson. Having identified the events with one of these tags,
we show how they are used to obtain information about the gluon distribution in the
proton.
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The HERA Accelerator

2.1 What is HERA?

The 'Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage' HERA [7] is the first and so far only electron-
proton collider in the world, built at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY)
in Hamburg, Germany. The ring has a circumference of 6.3 km and runs under the
Volkspark, Trabrennbahn and HSV-stadium. Four experimental halls are built under-
ground to accommodate the experiments.

The HERA collider and its pre-accelerator complex are shown in figure 2.1. Electrons
or positrons are pre-accelerated in a linear accelerator, LINACI (e~) or LINAC II (e+).
After accumulation in a small storage ring, they are injected into DESY II to be ac-
celerated up to 7 GeV and transferred to PETRA II. This is repeated until PETRA
is filled with 70 bunches, each with 0.4 • 1011 electrons (positrons). The electrons are
accelerated to 12 GeV in PETRA and then injected into the electron ring of HERA.
The procedure is repeated twice to fill HERA completely with 210 bunches.

For protons, one starts with a 50 MeV H~ LINAC. The negatively charged ions
are stripped upon their injection into DESY III, to be accelerated to 7.5 GeV and
transferred to PETRA II. There the protons are accelerated further to 40 GeV before
injection into the superconducting HERA proton ring.

In HERA, electrons or positrons are accelerated from the injection energy of 12
GeV to 30 GeV. In a second ring above the electron ring, protons are accelerated from
40 GeV to 820 GeV. In the proton ring, superconducting bending magnets are used.

HERA's nominal beam energies of 30 GeV for electrons and 820 GeV for pro-
tons result in a center-of-mass energy of 314 GeV, more than an order of magnitude
larger than reached by fixed target experiments studying deep inelastic scattering (with
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HERA
820 OeV proIons x 30 GeV electrons

L= 1.5 • 1031

200 bunches. 29m spaced

PETRA

Figure 2.1: HERA .

electron beams at SLAC [3, 8] and muon and neutrino beams at CERN [9, 10] and
Fermilab [11, 12]).

The two rings cross each other at two points, where ep-collisions occur. These are
studied with the HI [13] and ZEUS [14] detectors in the North and South experimental
halls respectively. (ZEUS will be described in detail in chapter 3.)

In addition, the HERMES experiment is in preparation in the East hall to study
scattering of polarized electrons on an internal gas-jet target [15]. A fourth experiment,
HERA-B [16], is planned to study B-physics by using wire targets in the proton beam
halo in the West hall.

HERA operates with a total number of 220 'buckets', spaced 96 ns apart, that can
be filled with 'bunches' of particles. Some buckets are left empty: when paired with
a full bucket, these so-called 'non-paired bunches', allow to estimate the background
of interactions originating from the electron or proton beam with residual gas in the
beampipe, beamwall or collimators. When paired with another empty bunch, the non-
beam related background can be estimated. The 96 ns interval between two bunch
crossings puts strong requirements on the data acquisition and trigger system, that has
to be able to handle a rate of 10.4 MHz. We will come back to this in the discussion
of the trigger in chapter 4.
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Main General Design Parameters of HERA
Construction time
Circumference of the HERA tunnel
Depth underground
Inner diameter of the tunnel
Thickness of the tunnel walls
Number of pre-accelerators for HERA

Number of experimental halls
Size of the experimental halls
Number of experiments (1st stage)
Additional experiments (2nd stage)
The HERA Beams
Centre of mass energy
Nominal energy
Relative energy spread AE/E
Injection energy
Luminosity per interaction point
Average current
Particles per bunch
Number of buckets
Maximum number of bunches
Beam crossing angle
Bunch distance
Bunch length at maximum energy (crz)
Beam width at the interaction points (crx)
Beam height at the interaction points (ery)
Synchrotron radiation loss per turn
Polarization time at 30 GeV
Filling time

The HERA Storage Rings
Total number of magnets

Main dipoles
Main quadrupoles

Number of conventional rf cavities
Number of superconducting rf cavities
Frequency of the rf cavities
Voltage of the rf cavities
Bending radius in the arcs
Field strength (lnom) of the main dipoles

at nominal energy

May 1984
6335.83 m
15 m - 30
5.2 m
30 cm
6 (LINAC

- November 1990

m

I, LINAC II, DESY II,
PETRA II, H-LINAC, DESY III)

4
25 m x 43
2 (HI and

m
ZEUS)

2 (HERMES and HERA-B)
Electron

30 GeV
io-3

12 GeV
1.6 x

58 mA

Proton
314 GeV

820 GeV
io-4

40 GeV
1031 cm-V 1

163 mA
3.65 x 1O10 10"
220
210

220
210

head-on collision, 0 mrad
25

0.85 cm
0.286 mm
0.06 mm
125 MeV
35 min
15 min

Electron
2009
465
605
82
16
500 MHz
200 MV
608.1 m
0.165 T

(@ 6767

.8 m (96ns)
19 cm
0.28 mm
0.058 mm
6 x 10~6 MeV
—
20 min
Proton
1833
422 (s.c.)
224 (s.c.)
2(4)

52 (208) MHz
2.4 MV
584 m
4.68 T

A) (@ 5024 A)

Table 2.1: Main design parameters of HERA ([7]).
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2.2 HERA Milestones and Operation

HERA was proposed in July 1981 as an ep collider with electron beam energies of
10-30 GeV and protons of 300-820 GeV. After approval in April 1984, groundwork
was started and the first electrons were circulating in HERA by August 1988. In a
second run in September 1989, 27.5 GeV was reached. Construction was completed in
November 1990, and protons were circulating in April 1991. After installation of some
superconducting cavities for the e-beam, 30.3 GeV was reached in June 1991.

HERA achieved the first collisions between electrons of 12 and 26 GeV and protons
of 480 GeV in October 1991. At that time, the experiments HI and ZEUS were
not yet installed in the beamline, but the collisions were recorded by the luminosity

HERA Operation 1992-1994

II design

proton energy Ep (GeV)
electron energy Ec (GeV)
c.m.energy (GeV)
number of buckets
number of filled e bunches
number of filled p bunches
time between crossings (ns)
p injection energy (GeV)
e injection energy (GeV)
p current/bunch (mA)
e current/bunch (mA)
p circulating current (mA)
e circulating current (mA)
p bunch length (ns)
p bunch length (cm)
e bunch length (cm)
max luminosity (103Ocm"2s~1)

fy<ardt£ (P^"1)

820
30
314
220

200+10(1)
200+10

96
40
12
0.8
0.3
160
58

0.37
11
0.8
16.0
160(a)

1992

820
26.7
29C
220
9+1
9+1
96
40
12
0.2
0.2
2
2

1.27
40
1-2
0.22
0.060

1993

820
26.7
296
220

84+10
84+6

96
40
12

0.15
0.14

12-15
7-15
0.47
14
1-2
1.5
1.1

1994
e~ | e+

820
27.52
300
220

153+15
153+17

96
40
12

0.20
0.09

20-40
5-20
0.42
12.5
1-2
1.5
1.1

820
27.52
300
220

153+15
153+17

96
40
12

0.27
0.18

30-55
20-33
0.42
12.5
1-2
5.23
5.1

Table 2.2: HERA Status: running parameters during luminosity operation and design pa-
rameters
W - 200 electron bunches collide with 200 proton bunches, 10 are left unpaired for (beam-gas)
background determination;
(2) - the 160 pfc"1 luminosity per year is based on 1.6 • 1031 cm^s'1 times 10v seconds f~ 100
full-C days)
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HERA luminosity 1992-94 ZEUS Physics Luminosity 1993-1994

12S ISO 179 300 229 250 a 73 300 329

day» tine« I.Jan
140 1«0 HO 300 220 2 « » 0 210 300

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Figure 2.2: Integrated luminosity delivered by HERA (a) and usable for ZEUS physics
analysis (b). In July 1994, HERA switched from electrons to positrons, resulting in an
improved performance of the machine.

measurement systems of both experiments (installed in the tunnel, section 3.3.6). Both
experiments had their first cosmic runs to check detector, data acquisition and trigger
system in the summer of 1991.

In May 1992, collisions were achieved between 26.7 GeV electrons and 820 GeV
protons, and luminosity running started at these beam energies on May 31th. HERA
continued running at these energies in 1993. In September 1992, 60% transverse po-
larization of the electron beam (caused by the emission of synchrotron radiation in the
horizontal bending plane which naturally polarizes the beam) was reached.

In 1994, spin rotators (rotating the spin vector from transverse to longitudinal
direction) were installed, requiring a change of beam energy to 27.52 GeV.

Also in 1994, it was realized that the electron beam current was limited by positively
ionized dust particles getting in the beampipe through the pumps, blowing up the
electron beam and reducing its lifetime. For this reason HERA switched to positrons
in July 1994, allowing a very significant increase in lifetime in the e-beam, resulting
in a factor of three increase in luminosity yield, and without significant loss in physics
cross sections (except in the charged current sector, where cross sections are reduced
by about a factor 2). Only after replacement of part of the beamline and the vacuum
pumps by passive pumps in the shutdown of 1996-1997, HERA will resume electron
running.

The performance of HERA over the last three years is shown in table 2.2 and
figure 2.2. The table shows that the integrated luminosity delivered per year is still
over an order of magnitude smaller than the expected value of 100-200 pb"1. Figure 2.2
shows HERA is still improving, promising increasing statistics in the next few years.
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2.3 Physics at HERA

2.3.1 Introduction
In the following sections, we will introduce some general notions, kinematics and nota-
tion, discuss the main research topics at HERA [17, 18] and illustrate those with some
ZEUS results.

2.3.2 Coordinate system
In the global HERA and ZEUS coordinate system the incoming protons move in the
direction of the positive z-axis. The nominal interaction point is the origin of the ZEUS
coordinate system. The coordinates x, y, 8 and (p are denned in figure 2.3. We will
also frequently use pseudo-rapidity 77 defined as 77 = — In tan | . The ZEUS detector is

electron

proton

Figure 2.3: Global HERA and ZEUS coordinate system.

usually shown in the XY plane with the z-axis pointing out of the paper, or in the RZ
or YZ plane ^ith the positive z-axis pointing to the left.

2.3.3 Deep Inelastic Scattering: F2 and Parton Distributions
When collisions between electrons or positrons and protons are highly inelastic, i.e. a
hadronic system of very high invariant mass is produced, we speak of deep-inelastic
scattering (DIS). Two experimentally different classes of DIS are distinguished:

ttx (2.1)

where X represents the spray of particles that is produced by the break-up of the
proton (the 'hadronic final state'). In the first process the charge of the lepton is
conserved, and the intermediate vector boson is neutral. This is referred to as neutral

10
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P(P)

Figure 2.4: Deep-inelastic-scattering. Figure (a) represents neutral-current DIS, while fig-
ure (b) displays charged-current DIS. The definition of four-momenta is indicated between
brackets. (From [19].)

current (NC) DIS. In the second process the lepton converts to an (anti-) neutrino by
the exchange of a charged intermediate vector boson. This process is referred to as
charged current (CC) DIS. The two types of interactions are depicted in figure 2.4. The
kinematics of inclusive DIS scattering is fully described by two of the three variables
Q2,x and y, defined as:

Q2 = - q 2 > 0, (2.2)

• • £ { - £ • ™
In lowest order perturbation theory with massless quarks, x can be identified as the
momentum fraction carried by the struck quark. In the proton rest frame y corresponds
to the fraction of the lepton energy that is transferred from the lepton to the proton.

The diagrams indicate that one is probing the proton with a photon (or a Z or W).
The electroweak coupling at the upper (e-ye, eZe or eWv) vertex is well understood, as
well as the electroweak coupling of the exchanged boson and the quark in the proton
(979) 9^9 o r <}Wq'). So by studying these processes, one can study the internal structure
of the proton.

To be more specific, the unpolarized cross sections for NC DIS scattering can be
expressed in terms of a few structure functions that contain all information of the
hadron vertex for inclusive DIS (Fi,i = 1,2,3, Fi = F2 — 2xFx) and the kinematical
quantities defined above:

(2.5)
dx dQ2 x Q

In the quark parton model, the structure functions can be expressed in terms of quark
densities, weighted with quark charges and ratios of propagator terms for the 7 and

11
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Q2>Ql

a) b)

Figure 2.5s With increasing resolution (Q2 of the probing photon) finer structure is observed.

Z°-exchange contributions and their interference. These quark density functions are
independent of the process studied, they just depend on the target.

Gluons do not enter directly in the expressions for the cross sections and structure
functions, because they are not sensitive to the electroweak forces. But they do affect
the structure function in an indirect way: when the proton is probed at an increased
resolving power (higher Q2 as compared to a certain reference scale Qjj), one sees
more gluons split into a quark-anti-quark pair and more quarks have lost part of their
momentum because they have radiated a gluon, as depicted in figure 2.5. This evolution
with Q2 is described by the Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi [20] (GLAP) equations for
the quark (q/) and gluon distributions (<?). In leading order they read:

®n,+9« ' )®' . . ] (*) (2'6>
The lowest order splitting functions P are shown in a diagrammatic way in figure 2.6.
The splitting functions have been explicitly calculated in leading and next-to-leading
order QCD [21].

Parton distribution parametrizations

It has to be emphasized that the GLAP equations only describe the Q2 evolution of
the parton distribution functions (PDFs), not the z-dependence. Knowledge of that
dependence can, for the moment, only be obtained by measurements.

Various groups have published parton distribution parametrizations using data on
lepton-hadron and hadron-hadron scattering. Recent parametrizations including data
on ep, pp, up, pp and pp scattering have been published by the MRS group [22] and the
CTEQ group [23] and include the HERA data from 1992 and 1993. Also the GRV [24]
parametrizations, based on different dynamical assumptions, are rather succesful.

The large variety of parametrizations is explained by the freedom one still has
when determining the parton distributions: the various parametrizations all start by

12
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Tnnnp<^~"

p

Figure 2.6: The lowest order splitting functions. The splitting function (a,/2x)POT (f) is
the probability that by an increase of a unit in Q2 a parton q with momentum fraction z
emits a gluon and goes down to momentum x. The same for the splitting functions Peq, PM

and Pqg. The last splitting function dynamically generates the sea quark distribution.

choosing some set of paiton distributions at Q%, which contains a number of 'free',
tunable parameters. In a fit procedure the parameters are then adjusted to obtain a
parametrization of the parton densities. Some parameters are not very well constrained
by the fits. The data available before the HERA era is all at large or moderate x.
At those values, the gluon distribution is not well constrained by the data, and the
distribution at small x becomes an input to the fits. The MRS group starts from the
functional form

xg(x,Ql) = Axs(l - x)'(l + eVi + 7*)

at Q2 = <5o for the gluon and gives parametrizations for a 'flat' gluon (6 ~ 0, xg ~ x°
for x « l ) , called MRSDO', and for a steep or 'singular' gluon (S = -0.5, xg ~ x~1/2 for
x <C 1), called MRSD-'. These two sets of distributions are to be seen as two extremes.
Also there is freedom in treatment of the sea (relaxing SU(3) flavour symmetry normally
imposed on the sea distributions of ü, d and s seems to be needed to be able to satisfy
the Gottfried Sum Rule), treatment of heavy quarks, starting scale for the GLAP
evolution and the relation between the power of the gluon distribution and that of
the sea quarks (which are taken to be equal by MRS). MRS's philosophy is to use
as few parameters as possible (they use 16-19 free parameters), whereas the CTEQ
group leaves more parameters unconstrained (they use ca. 30 parameters and a slightly
different functional form).

GRV uses a slightly different approach: they start at a very low Qjj, where the
proton consists entirely of valence-like partons. The region x <C 1 is not subjected to
a parametrization but fixed by demanding xg(x,[i2) —> 0 as x —• 0. This is achieved
by using the functional form

A total of approximately 10 free parameters of the PDFs are fit to the data; Ql is
as low as 0.25 GeV2. Their method generates the growth of the parton distribution
functions at low x and large Q2 dynamically from the GLAP equations.

Considerable theoretical activity is ongoing to also describe the x-evolution, espe-
cially in the region of very small x, where large logarithms of Ins:"1 appear and Q2 is
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ZEUS e"p DIS
• NC Data
o CC Data

— NCSM
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Figure 2.7: High Q2 DIS: dcr/dQ2 for CC and NC DIS. The points with errors are the data,
and the curves are the Standard Model cross sections. The data are plotted at the average
Q2 of the events in each bin. From [26].

moderate (Lipatov or BFKL evolution [25]) as well as the kinematical region where x is
small and Q2 sizable (evolution in In x'1 In Q2, Double Leading Logarithmic approach).

High Q3

One of the main objectives of building HERA and a very important issue in the design
of the experiment is the study of scattering at very high Q2. Not only can perturbation
theory be firmly relied upon in that region (so-called 'higher-twist' effects are no longer
present), also the effect of the mass of the W^ and Z-propagators are well measurable
there. Figure 2.7 shows the cross section da/dQ2 for neutral and charged current ep
interactions. One sees that the two cross sections become equal at the scale where one
expects the unification of the electromagnetic and the weak forces to become visible
(at Q2 « Mf « M£, « 104).

F,

The structure function F2 of the proton as a function of Q2 at different values of x is
obtained from the data using eq. 2.5. Currently at HERA only the structure function
F2 is measured: the contribution from Ft, the longitudinal part, is maximally 20%, but
typically much less, and is input from QCD calculations. The contribution from F3,
the parity-violating part arising from Z° exchange, is negligible at small and modest
Q2 and neglected. Figure 2.8 shows the distribution of ZEUS data in the x,Q2-plane
and F2 in bins of Q2.

The Gluon

After having measured F2(x, Q2), one can obtain the gluon at low x from a full Altarelli-

14



2.3. Physics at HERA

10 10 10 10 10 1

Figure 2.8: DIS F2 determination: a) Distribution of the DIS events in the x - Q2 plane.
Also shown are the bins in which Fj is measured and the regions where data from fixed target
experiments exist; b) ZEUS 1993 final F2 values (solid circles) plotted as functions of x at
fixed Q2 and compared to the recent PDFs ofMRSD-', (full curvej, MRSDO' (dashed curve),
CTEQ2D' (dask-cotted curve) and MRSA (dotted). The overall normalization (luminosity)
uncertainty of 3.5% is not included. [27]
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Figure 2.9: Gluon density determination: a) The gluon momentum density as a function of
x at Q2 = 20 GeV2 using two approximate methods and the LO GLAP global fit; b) idem in
NLO with the associated error indicated by the shaded region. The gluon parameterisations
ofMRSDL and MRSD'O are shown as dash-dotted lines. [28]
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2. Tie HERA Accelerator

Parisi fit to the data using eq. 2.6 (i.e. by fitting a//parton distributions), from approx-
imate methods using the scaling violation of -F2 (dF2/dlnQ2), or from the structure
function FL. The result of the fit and two approximate methods are shown in figure 2.9.

2.3.4 Photoproduction
When the virtuality of the photon is (almost) zero (Q2 ss 0 GeV2), we are scattering
an (almost) real photon off the proton. Real photon processes can roughly be split into
three categories, depending on the 'nature' of the photon:

1. Vector Meson Dominance (VMD);
In the VMD picture [29], the photon 'fluctuates' into a meson with the same
quantum numbers as the photon which then interacts with the proton (fig. 2.10-
a). This picture provides an estimate of the total photoproduction cross section:

~* « J U - F - * * o(iso,«b)
205

at y/s = 40 GeV which is expected to increase by about 20% when extrapolated
to HERA energies. This estimate is to be seen as a lower bound [30].

The characteristics of these processes are those of hadron-hadron scattering, i.e.
the cross section is dominated by 'soft' interactions;

2. the pointlike or direct photon;
the photon can couple to a parton in the proton by the photon-gluon fusion or
QCD compton mechanism (fig. 2.10-b,c) [31]. When all invariant masses in the
diagram of the hard process are large (i.e. > O(lGeV)), the diagram is well
calculable in QCD (although higher order corrections can still be sizable). The
photon-gluon fusion graph is the lowest order graph by which a photon can couple
to gluons in the proton;

3. the anomalous photon structure function or resolved photon:
When the process can be described as an interaction of a parton in the photon
interacting with a parton in the proton, we name the process a resolved photon
interaction (fig. 2.10-d). Witten [32] showed that this resolved photon is fully
calculable in QCD in the Bjorken limit (the probing scale going to infinity) as
it is generated by the splitting of a photon into a quark-anti-quark pair and
subsequent splitting in which gluons appear. At realistic scales however, this is
no longer possible, and we have to resort to structure function parametrizations,
like we do for the proton [33].

Our experimental knowledge on these structure functions is based on reactions
of the type e+e~ —> e+e~X. At HERA energies the resolved photon cross section
is dominated by the gluon content of the photon, which is not very well known:
parametrizations vary widely, especially at small momentum fractions z7.
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VMD photon-gluon-fusion QCD-Compton Resolved

000000**

Figure 2.10: photon-proton scattering: a) vector meson dominance, b) photon-gluon fu-
sion, c) QCD-compton scattering and d) a resolved photon process (gluon-gluon fusion into
quari-anti- quark).

At higher order classifying events according to this scheme is not trivial: depending on
the scales at the various vertices in the process, it is called direct or resolved.

Total Photoproduction Cross section (er^)

Figure 2.11-a shows the total photoproduction cross section as a function of the yp
center-of-mass energy, W7P. The solid line is the ALLM parametrization, an extrapo-
lation based on a Regge-type argument of the low energy data. The dotted line is a
QCD calculation which includes hard scattering.

Figure 2.11-b shows the exclusive cross sections for the elastic production of the
vector mesons p,t*>,4> and J/i>. All have been observed in ZEUS, but only for the p
and J/ifi results have been published so far.

Elastic Jji\) production

J/ifi's are identified by their decay into an e+e~ or /i+/t~ pair, as shown in fig-
ure 2.12 [38]. After subtraction of the estimated non-elastic contribution, a signal
of 72 ± 9 electron and 32 ± 6 muon events is seen. These correspond to electroproduc-
tion cross sections for elastic J/rp of 6.6iJ;° nb and 6.2+J'J nb (statistical errors only)
for 40 < W < 140 GeV, Q2 < 4 GeV2. Combining the electron and muon decay modes,
the photoproduction cross section is determined in two W-ranges, 40-90 GeV [(W) =
67 GeV) and 90-140 GeV {{W) = 114 GeV), as

= 52_\l ± 10 nb for (W) = 67 GeV and

= 7Ü2O ± I 2 nb for (IV) = 114 GeV.

The results are shown in figure 2.11-b.
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Figure 2.11: a) The total photoproduction cross section as a function of the -/p cen-
ter-of-mass energy, W^p. The solid line is a prediction of the ALLM parametrization [34], the
dashed line is that of DL [35] and the dotted line is a QCD calculation which includes hard
scattering [36].
b) Cross sections for the elastic production of p,u, <f> and J/rp. The large solid squares show
ZEUS results [37].
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Figure 2.12: 'Elastic'J/ip mass plots, a) The reconstructed e+e~ invariant mass spectrum.
The solid line indicates a Rt wHh the convolution of a Gaussian and a Bremsstrahlung function
to the data points, the dotted line in the shape of a quadratic polynomial represents the
background; b) The reconstructed fi+n~ invariant mass spectrum. The solid line indicates a
fit with a Gaussian and a flat background. From [38].
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2.3. Physics a« HERA

Hard scattering in photoproduction: Direct and Resolved Photon

In photoproduction events with high ET jets [39], the jets can be used to estimate the
energies and momenta of the final state partons: using the jet energy and longitudinal
momentum, we can approximate xp and z7 as

2EO
(2.7)

where the sum in the denominator runs over all final state particles. The result is
shown in figure 2.13 for the 1993 ZEUS data [40]. The proton is probed in a region of
xmcoi Ä 3 . jg-2 a n (j tjje m e a s u r e t i distribution compares well with that expected from
the Monte Carlo simulation. The x™"' distribution rises at both low and high values.
The rise at low x™cal can be attributed to the resolved process, which cannot account
for the rise at high values. That is well explained by the direct component, however.

• ZEUS Data

HERWIC Rei+Wr

HERWIC R

• HERWIC Wr»cl

0.2 0.8

Figure 2.13: Kinematic distributions for events with two or more jets (with ET > 5 GeV,
j) < 1.6 (9 > 23°)): (a) a;™"' distribution and (b) x™" distribution [40, fig. 4]. The
definition o f i 7 and xp is shown in (c).
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2. The HERA Acceierator

Open Heavy Flavour Production

Heavy quarks (charm and bottom) can be produced by photon-gluon fusion as well as
resolved photon processes (gluon-gluon and quark-anti-quark fusion) [41, 42, 43]. This
is the main topic of this thesis and will be further discussed in chapter 5-7.

2.3.5 Other physics topics
ZEUS has also published results on multi-jet production (in DIS as well as photo-
production), jet structure, energy flow, rapidity gap events and searches for exotic
particles [44].
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The ZEUS Detector

3.1 How ZEUS should look
The ZEUS detector was designed for studying a variety of physics topics at HERA as
best as possible and should at the same time be able to reduce background processes
with a high efficiency.

Energy range The detector has to be able to measure energies of around a hundred
MeV up to several hundreds of GeV in the forward region. High energies are well
measured with calorimeters (resolutions behave as <r(E)/E ~ 1/y/E), whereas one has
to rely on tracking in a magnetic field for lower momenta (with c(pr)/pr ~ PT)-

Particle identification Particle identification is needed for electrons in a large mo-
mentum range to identify scattered electrons from Neutral Current (NC) DIS events,
as well as electrons from semi-leptonic decays of heavy quarks or possibly more ex-
otic processes (excited electrons, supersymmetry). Muons need to be detected and
identified for exotic as well as heavy-quark physics.

Hermiticity For identifying Charged Current (CC) DIS events, one needs a hermetic
detector to measure the missing transverse momentum carried by the outgoing neu-
trino. Also the hadronic final state, consisting of charged as well as neutral particles,
needs to be well measured in order to determine the kinematics of events, especially
events where part of the final state is missing, eg. untagged photoproduction or CC
DIS scattering.
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3. The ZEUS Detector

Vertexing High quality vertexing is needed to determine the event vertex, needed
for the determination of kinernatical quantities and to reduce background interactions
that have a vertex outside the interaction region, and to recognize secondary vertices
of decays of long-lived particles.

Luminosity The luminosity has to be measured accurately since that determines the
normalization of the data.

Background Reduction Background from cosmics, proton- and electron-beamgas
interactions, off-axis protons and beam halo resulting in activity in the detector has
to be recognized and removed at the earliest stage possible in the trigger and data
acquisition scheme.

High Data Rates The trigger and data acquisition system has to cope with the 96
ns bunch crossing interval, i.e. 10.4 MHz bunch crossing rate, with negligible deadtime.

3.2 How ZEUS looks
These considerations resulted in a collaboration of around 450 physicists from 51 in-
stitutes and 12 countries operating the ZEUS detector in the South Hall of the HERA
ring. The main detector measures approximately 20 by 11 by 12 meters and has a
total weight of about 3600 tonnes. Some additional detectors are located in the HERA
tunnel, up to 100 meters away from the interaction point (IP).

A layout of the ZEUS detector is shown in figure 3.1. The subdetectors will be
described in the next section. Some ZEUS milestones are given in table 3.1 [14].

3.3 Overview of Subdetectors

3.3.1 Tracking devices

The Central Tracking Detector (CTD) [45] measures the direction and momentum
of charged particles with high precision and estimates the energy loss dE/dx used for
particle identification. The CTD is a cylindrical drift chamber with an inner radius of
16.2 cm, outer radius of 85 cm and length of 241 cm filled with a gas mixture of Argon,
CO2 and ethane. Its 72 layers are organized in nine superlayers with 8 layers of sense
wires each. Five superlayers have wires parallel to the beam line, four are stereo layers
which have wires with a small angle with respect to the beam line, used to determine
the z-coordinate of the hits (figure 3.2). With the 1993 calibration of the chamber, the
resolution of the CTD is around 260 /im in r — <j>. The resulting z position resolution
of the stereo layers is about 1.0 mm.
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3.3. Overview of Subdetectors
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Figure 3.1: Cross sections of the ZEUS detector along and perpendicular to the beam line.
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3. Tie ZEUS Detector

date Milestone

1985 Letter of Intent
1986 Technical Proposal

November 1986 Approval by DESY Directorate, Allocation of South Hall
April-July 1988 Installation of Iron Yoke

January 1989 Spokeswheels mounted
August 1989 Cryogenic Feedbox and Superconducting solenoid installed

October 1990 Superconducting compensator installed
Fall 1988 4 FCAL prototype modules tested at CERN test beams

1990-1991 4 BCAL modules tested with beams at Fermilab
March 1989 FCAL, BCAL and RCAL module production starts

April 1991 Construction of 80 FCAL, BCAL and RCAL modules finished
(one quarter tested with beams, all tested with cosmics)

October 1991 Completion of installation calorimeter modules in ZEUS
1989 - spring 1991 Production and installation of chambers for BAC

198T Tests with full-length prototype of CTD (CENTAUR)
March 1990 Wiring of CTD finished (April 1989 - March 1990)

June 1991 Installation of CTD in the solenoid
spring 1992 z-by-timing readout electronic complete (16 layers in SL1,3,5)
spring 1993 Completion of FADC r - <j> readout _ _
spring 1994

September 1994
FTD and TRD tests
RTD operational

1987-1990 VXD and FMUON development and prototype tests
October 1991 VXD and FMUON installed

1988 BRMuon prototyping
1991 BRMuon installed

autumn 1991 LUMI system installed in HERA tunnel
October 1991 LUMI sees first collision 12 and 26 GeV Ee + 480 GeV Ep

spring 1992 3 pilot RHES modules installed
spring 1993 Full RHES installed, about 1/3 equipped with electronics

jpring 1994 Full RHES operational
1987-1989 Data acquisition and trigger hardware and software design
1987-1991 Design of detector simulation and offline software

(MOZART, ZGANA, ZEPHYR, GAZE, LAZE, EAZE)
1992 Funnel (distributed event generation) system

spring 1993 ZARAH ('Zentrale Analyse Rechenanlage für Hetaphysik')
January 1995 KEBAP ('Komplette Ereignis Basis Auf Platte')
summer 1991 First cosmic runs and DAQ tests

March 1992 ZEUS installed in interaction region
May 1992 First HERA collisions with 26.7 e~ + 820 GeV p

May 31 1992 Beginning of Summer 1992 physics runs (3 nb"1)
August-Nov 1992 Fall 1992 data taking period (25 nb"1)

May - Nov 1993 1993 data taking 26.7 + 820 GeV (550 nb"1)
May - July 1994 1994 data taking 27.52 + 820 GeV (e~, 0.5 pb"1)
July - Nov 1994 1994 data taking 27.52 + 820 GeV (e+, 3 pb"1)

May 1995 1995 data taking started

Table 3.1: ZEUS Milestones
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Figure 3.2: (Negatively charged) Tract in the CTD; the 'displaced'hits in the even numbered
layers show the effect of the stereo angle of the wires. Ghost hits axe aiso displayed.

For trigger purposes, three superlayers are additionally equipped with a system that
determines the z-position from the arrival time of the pulse, the so-called z-by-timing
system (resolution 4 cm).

The CTD is placed inside a superconducting solenoid, 0.9 Xo thick, providing a
field of 1.43 T. Particles with polar direction in the range 15° < 9 < 164° cross at least
one CTD superlayer, but so far the tracking is only understood for tracks with pr >
0.150 GeV/c and 20° < 6 < 160°(M < 1-75): at lower pT the efficiency for assigning
hits to tracks is hampered by large systematic effects and the 45° inclination of the drift
cells introduces an asymmetry between positive and negative tracks. Nevertheless, the
track reconstruction efficiency for tracks with pr > 0.1 GeV/c is larger than 95%.

For tracks with CTD and VXD information, we have reached cr(pr)/pr = 0.005 pr©
0.016 for tracks going through all superlayers (1993 data). Using the combined data of
VXD and CTD, resolutions of 0.4 cm in z and 0.1 cm in the XY plane are obtained
for the primary vertex reconstruction.

dE/dx is at present determined with an accuracy of 12% for full length tracks. This
will be further discussed in section 6.5.

The Vertex Detector (VXD) [46] measures the event vertex and possibly sec-
ondary vertices, improves the momentum and angular resolution of charged particles
as determined with the CTD alone and contributes to pattern recognition. The VXD
is a cylindrical drift chamber with an inner radius of 100 mm and an outer radius of
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3. The ZEUS Detector

156 mm, equipped with 12 layers of sense wires of 1.6 m long parallel to the beam line,
3 mm apart, alternated with field wires, organized in 20 sectors in <f>.

In 1993 and 1994, (High Voltage) problems caused part of the VXD to be off during
data taking.

The Forward Tracking Detector (FTD) consists of a series of planar drift cham-
bers interleaved with Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD). It will improve
tracking reconstruction in the forward region and extend down to 7.5°. The TRDs
allow electron indentification from 1 up to 30 GeV. The FTD is expected to become
operational in 1995.

The Rear Tracking Detector (RTD) is operational since September 1994. The
RTD is a single chamber with three layers of drift cells, measuring tracks down to low
angles and with higher accuracy in the backward direction (160° < 8 < 170°).

The Small Angle Rear Tracking Detector (SRTD) is a scintillator strip detector
on the front face of rear calorimeter, just around the beampipe hole, measuring the
impact point of scattered electrons with high accuracy; in addition the electron energy
can be corrected using the SRTD as a presampler detector.

3.3.2 Calorimetry
The Uranium Calorimeter (UCAL or CAL) [47, 48] is a compensating sampling
calorimeter built from depleted uranium1 as absorber and plastic scintillator2 as active
material. The thickness of the plates has been tuned to reach equal response to electrons
and hadrons ('compensation'): 3.3 mm thick depleted uranium plates (wrapped in
stainless steel) are interleaved with 2.6 mm thick scintillator (wrapped in paper).

The calorimeter consists of three parts: forward (FCAL), barrel (BCAL) and rear
(RCAL) calorimeter. It is segmented longitudinally in an electromagnetic and one
(RCAL) or two (FCAL, BCAL) hadronic sections, called the EMC and HAC respec-
tively, as shown in figure 3.3. The calorimeter modules are divided into cells of which
the size depends on the type (EMC, HAC) and position, as shown in table 3.2. The
BCAL consists of 32 wedge-shaped modules, each covering 11.25° in azimuth. They are
332 cm long. The first (inner) 21 uranium/scintillator layers are read out separately
and form the electromagnetic calorimeter (BEMC) of a depth of 22 Xg- The outer 98
layers are divided into two equally sized sections and make up the hadronic calorimeter
(HAC1 and HAC2; 2.0 X each).

The F- and RCAL both consist of 23 rectangular modules of 20 cm wide, and
220 to 460 cm high (with two half modules above and below the beampipe, leaving
a hole of 20 X 20 cm2). The first 25 layers (26 XQ) form the electromagnetic section

Jan alloy of 98.4% 73SU, 1.4% Nb (which makes the aUoy harder) and < 0.2% 235{7
2SCSN-38
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic view of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter showing the division into
three parts: FCAL, BCAL and RCAL.
b) Tower structure in FCAL and RCAL; stacked towers together form a module; the BCAL
is organized similar to the FCAL, but there EMC cells are projective in the RZ plane and
the towers are wedge-shaped.
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X

X

X

X

X

y •

y •

f •

Cell size
EMC

20 x
20 x

5.06 cm
(5.06 cm

5 cm2

10 cm2

x 11.25°
x 23.4 cm)

20
20

20.3

HAC
x 20 cm
x 20 cm

cm X 11

2

2

25°

Table 3.2: Coverage of calorimeter parts and dimensions of cells.

(FEMC and REMC); the rest forms the hadronic calorimeter, of which the FCAL part
is segmented in two longitudinal parts (FHACl, FHAC2, RHACl). Every HAC section
has 80 layers, i.e. 3.1 A.

Test beam data show a resolution <r(E)/E = 0.18/\/E for electromagnetic showers
and cr(E)/E = 0.3b/\/E for hadronic showers and a position resolution for impacting
electrons of 54 mm/\/E in x and 14 mm/v^E in y (E in GeV).

The light produced in the scintillator is read out via 2 mm thick wavelength shifter
(WLS) bars at both sides of the module. Each WLS guides the light to one of the
11386 photomultiplier tubers (PMT), where the light is converted into an electrical
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Figure 3.4: Timing resolution of Calorimeter photomultiplier signals as a function of the
energy deposit, in the FCAL, as measured with test pulses from the laser. Figure (a) shows
the low energy range up to 500 MeV, figure (b) shows a large energy range (up to 20 GeV).
The resolution includes the time jitter of the laser calibration system ("about 0.7 ns), which
should be subtracted in quadrature. [49, fig. 5.9]

signal, which is processed by the readout electronics into energy and arrival time (see
below).

The stability of the PMT signals and electronics readout is monitored with laser
and charge injection pulses. In addition to this, natural radioactivity of the uranium
(Uranium NOise, UNO) provides a small but very stable signal. These signals are
equalized (for equal size calorimeter cells) by adjusting the high voltage settings (hence
the gain) of the PMTs. The absolute energy scale, i.e. the conversion factor between
reconstructed PMT signals (collected charge) and corresponding particle energy has
been obtained from test beam data.

Operation experience in ZEUS shows the stability to be within 1%. Bad channels,
in general PMTs with electronic readout problems, are below 1% of the total. But
since every cell is read out on two sides, this is not very dramatic: only less than 0.5
permille of cells have both PMTs bad, thus making a bad cell or 'hole'.

Calorimeter timing

In addition to energy measurements, the calorimeter also measures the arrival times of
energy depositions w.r.t. the bunch crossing time. The timing resolution is a function
of the deposited energy, as shown in figure 3.4. For energy deposits between 200 MeV
and 1.2 GeV the timing resolution ranges from 3 to 1 ns. A timing resolution below
1 ns is achieved for energies above 1.2 GeV.

The time relative to the HERA (96 ns) clock, at which the energy of particles is
deposited in the Calorimeter, is a very effective tool for the suppression of background
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Figure 3.5: HES pion rejection and electron efficiency determined from ZEUS data. Decay
pions from p° —> x+n~ are used and compared with electrons from photon conversions, J /ij>
decay and scattered electrons [50],

events arising from cosmics or beam-gas interactions. This will be further discussed in
section 4.4.

The Hadron-Electron Separator (HES) consists of a plane of 3 x 3 cm2 silicon
diodes placed in the UCAL at a depth of 3.3 Xo, where an electromagnetic shower of
several GeV is at its maximum intensity ('shower max')3.

Electrons and photons shower early in the calorimeter, and give a sizable deposit
in the HES. Hadrons have a longer mean free path resulting in low deposits in the
HES. The resulting hadron rejection and electron efficiency as determined from the
ZEUS data are shown in figure 3.5. For the results shown, pions from the p° —> 7r+7r"
decay are used and compared with low-energetic electrons from photon conversions
(7 —> e+e~), medium-energetic electrons from J/ip decay and energetic scattered DIS
electrons. The hadron rejection is improved by the use of the HES, compared with the
calorimeter identification alone (energy in the EMC section compared to the total in
EMC and HAC).

In 1993, the HES was partially installed in the RCAL (RHES) and extended to the
full RCAL in 1994. A forward HES (FHES) is foreseen but not yet installed.

The Backing Calorimeter (BAC) surrounds the UCAL, measuring the energy
leakage out of the UCAL. The BAC is a sampling calorimeter made of iron plates

3In the FCAL, where energies of single particles can extend to more than 100 GeV, room is reserved
for a second plane at 6 Xo'
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3. The ZEUS Detector

interleaved with aluminium proportional tubes. The iron plates serve also as a return
yoke for the magnetic flux.

3.3.3 Muon system

The Barrel and Rear Muon chambers (BRMUON) are placed at the inside
and outside of the iron yoke. Each chamber consists of two double layers of limited
streamer tubers, with wires in one direction and external readout strips orthogonal to
the wires. A position resolution better than 1 mm and a momentum resolution of 20%
at 20 GeV/c is achieved.

Only muons with a momentum above 1.5-2 GeV can be detected in the inner
chambers, due to the energy loss of the muon in the UCAL. An additional energy of
1-2 GeV is lost in the iron yoke before the muon reaches the outer chamber.

The Forward Muon detector (FMUON) measures muon momenta up to 100
GeV down to very small forward angles. It consists of toroidally magnetized iron
interleaved with sections of drift chambers and limited streamer tubes.

3.3.4 Shielding

The VETOWall is a large iron wall (8 x 7.6 x 0.87 m with a square hole of 95 x
95 cm2 in the center for beampipe and magnets) covered on both sides with scintillation
counters, positioned 7 m from the interaction point in the upstream proton direction.
It shields the detector against proton beam halo and off-axis particles from beam-gas
interactions, and provides a veto signal for beam-gas interactions upstream.

The C5 counter is positioned around the beampipe at 312 cm from the interaction
point in the npstream proton direction (just behind the RCAL), and consists of two
horse-shoe shaped planes of scintillator separated by 5 cm of lead. The time information
of the C5 counter is crucial to measure the beam arrival times and to reject proton
beam-gas events, since it provides the timing 'calibration' between the HERA beam
crossing and the ZEUS clock.

3.3.5 Very forward proton and neutron tagging

In the very forward region two detectors are planned (and partially installed in 1994) to
detect energetic protons (The Leading Proton Spectrometer, LPS) and neutrons
(Forward Neutron Calorimeter, FNC) that emerge from the interaction almost
undeflected and with a small momentum loss.
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Figure 3.6: Positioning ofLUMI detectors and HERA layout (schematic)

3.3.6 Luminosity monitor

The Luminosity monitor (LUMI) [51] is located in the tunnel in the direction of
the outgoing electron beam, shown schematically in figure 3.6. It allows to measure the
luminosity, tags scattered electrons emerging from the detector under very low angles,
i.e. at very low Q2 and measures photons from initial state radiation.

• electron calorimeter (LUMI-e)
The LUMI-e detects electrons with a scattering angle 0t < 6 mrad and O.2£7e <
E'c < 0.9Ee. These are deflected out of the beampipe by beam magnets and leave
the electron beampipe through a steel window at a distance of 27.3 m from the
interaction point to hit the electron calorimeter at 34.7 m from the interaction
point. For photoproduction the electron calorimeter tags events in the Q2 range
from 10"7 t o 2 x 10"2 GeV2.

• photon calorimeter (LUMI-7)
Photons emerging from electron-proton interactions at angles 07 < 0.5 mrad with
respect to the beam axis leave the proton beampipe at a distance of 92.5 m from
the interaction point and hit the photon calorimeter at 107 m from the interaction
point. In front of the photon calorimeter, a filter of a few XQ is installed to absorb
the large flux of synchrotron radiation photons.
The resolution of the LUMI-7 has been measured with test beams to be <r(E)/E =
0.18/</E and the position resolution for the photon is better than 3 mm.

Luminosity measurement

Luminosity monitoring is done through a measurement of the bremsstrahlung process
ep —> e'-jp [52] for which the cross section can be very accurately calculated. Higher
order corrections are well under control and small (-0.3% [53]). Integrated over angles
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25 30 GeV

Figure 3.7: Luminosity measurement with the LUMI detectors:
a) Correlation between energy in electron and photon calorimeter. The band shows
bremsstrahlung events where both e and 7 are detected in coincidence. The line denotes
E'e + £7 = Be; b) LUMI photon energy spectrum from an on-line histogram [55].

the lowest order cross section is given by the Bethe-Heitler formula [54]:

do- A .& (E E' 2\ t. AEPEE' l\
Tk = Aar'kE {J' + -E-Z) [lR-M^k-- 2]

where: k is the photon energy, E,E' are the initial and final state electron energies,
Ep is the proton energy, M (m) is the mass of the proton (electron), and rc is the
classical electron radius. Since the energy transfer to the proton is negligible, the
relation E' = E - k holds.

If we limit the energy of the final state electron to the interval (14-19) GeV and thus
the corresponding photon energy to the interval (11-16) GeV then the bremsstrahlung
cross section integrated over the photon energies amounts to 15.4 nib (for 30 GeV beam
energy). Assuming a luminosity of 1.5 • 1031 cm"2 sec"1 this cross section corresponds
to an event rtite of 230 kHz. Folding in the acceptance of the electron- and photon
calorimeters, this results in a registered event rate of 47,3 kHz, which is more than
sufficient for a fast and continuous monitoring of the luminosity.

The bremsstrahlung process is recognized by a coincidence of an electron in the
electron calorimeter (LUMI-e) and a photon in the photon calorimeter (LUMI-7) with
their energies adding up to the beam energy (fig. 3.7-a).

For photons emitted along the 2-axis at the interaction point with an energy above
5 GeV, the acceptance of the LUMI-7 is 98%. The effect of a tilt of the beam as
well as of the event vertex being slightly displaced in x, y has been studied and is well
understood and described by the Monte Carlo.

For electrons, the acceptance calculation is much more difficult, since they travel
from the interaction point to the LUMI-e through various magnets. The acceptance
for electrons has been studied in a great detail in 1993, resulting in acceptances above
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65% for electron energies of 12.2 to 18.2 GeV [56].
To get the smallest possible error in the luminosity measurement, the method used

for luminosity measurement in 1992-1994 did not use the electron-photon coincidence
measurement, but was determined using just the photon flux (Ey > 5 GeV) in the
LUMI-7 (fig.3.7-b). The coincidence rate was only used as a cross check.

Backgrounds to the ep —> e'pf process were subtracted from the total measured
photon flux by subtracting the contribution from bremsstrahlung on beamgas using
unpaired electron bunches.

3.3.7 1993 Off-line Luminosity Measurement
The resulting total systematic error of the 1993 ZEUS luminosity measurement is 2.5%,
built up as shown in table 3.3 [55].

Contribution

e-gas background subtraction
Correction for multiple events

Counting errors
Cross-section calculation

Acceptance correction
Energy scale errors

MC statistics

10 < £ , < 16GeV
0.5%
0.05%

« 0.3%
1.0%
0.5%
1.9%
1.0%

Total systematic error 2.5%

Table 3.3: Systematic error of the luminosity measurement in 1993 [55].
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Trigger, Data Acquisition,
Event Selection and
Reconstruction

This chapter describes the ZEUS trigger and data acquisition system, event selection
and reconstruction. In the trigger section, the Global Second Level Trigger is dis-
cussed in more detail than the other trigger components and trigger levels, because
of the personal involvement of the author. The reconstruction section describes the
reconstruction of the data used in the analysis in this thesis: CAL, CTD and LUMI.

4.1 The ZEUS Trigger System
The ZEUS trigger system is designed as a three-stage trigger system [57]. Each level has
its own degree of sophistication: moving up in the trigger tree the available processing
time increases and the systems allow the use of flexible software in stead of fast but
more rigid hardware components.

4.1.1 The First Level Trigger
The First Level Trigger [58] is designed to handle an event every bunch crossing (every
96 ns), and decide in a few jis whether the event is worth keeping or should be thrown
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Figure 4.1: Global First-Level IWgger Box (schematically).
The Trigger Logic Module and Final Decision Module perform the logical operations to get to
a final GFLT decision. The Clock Distributor distributes the HERA clock signal and bunch
crossing number to all components. Three two-transputer VME-modules transmit data to
the GSLTB and take care of communication with the host computer. (Figure from [58].)

away. The bunch crossing rate of 10 MHz causes signals in the detector at a rate of
10-200 kHz. This should be reduced to 1 kHz, which is the designed input rate for the
Second Level Trigger. To do so, the Global First Level Trigger (GFLT) compares the
signals from the component first level trigger processors with (programmable) threshold
values. During the 46 crossings, 4.4 /xs, that the component and Global First-Level
Trigger Box (GFLTB) have available for their processing and decision, all data is stored
in analogue or digital pipelines (depending on the component).

The time of the 46 crossings is shared by the component and global first level
trigger: after 26 crossings, the components send their trigger data to the GFLTB,
which uses another 20 crossings to make the final decision. The component/subdetector
trigger data is processed and combined in parallel in 8 Trigger Logic Modules of the
GFLTB. Logical operations using programmable lookup tables generate 64 individual
subtriggers. Some of these are prescaled to reduce the trigger rate, and finally they are
logically-ORed to get the final decision (figure 4.1).

4.1.2 The Fast Clear

When the event is accepted by the GFLT, the components have to digitize their data
before sending it to the next layer. This will take up to 50 /is after the GFLT decision
was issued. During this time the Calorimeter data can be processed by the Fast Clear
(FC) processors. Here the data from the three calorimeter parts are processed in
parallel and global sums and cluster quantities are calculated. Based on this, the FC
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Figure 4.2: Global Second-Level Trigger Box (schematically).
8 Input Iransputer receive the SLT data from up to 15 components This data is broadcast to
up to 5 2TP-VME modules with 2 Subtrigger Transputers each. They pass their results over
the VME bus to the Master Trigger, which combines these in the final GSLT decision that is
send to the EVB and from there broadcast to all components. The Master Trigger is located
on a 2TP-VME board together with the Control Transputer, taking care of communication
with the host computer in the computer room via an optical link. (Figure from. [58].)

can decide to recommend the GFLT to reject the event after all. The GFLT issues an
ABORT to all components and the event is discarded ('fast-cleared').

The Fast Clear was not yet available in the 1993 and 1994 running periods.

4.1.3 The Second Level Trigger

Every event accepted by the GFLT is passed to the Second Level Trigger processors.
Again all components have a local processor, some of them having access to the full
data, some to a preprocessed set only. They have more processing time available than
at the first level, up to a few milliseconds. Many components have built transputer [59]
networks allowing for a relatively simple, straightforward way of parallelization and pro-
gramming by the use of a high-level programming language: OCCAM [60] or parallel-C.

The SLT component data is sent over transputer links to the input modules of
the Global Second Level Trigger Box (GSLTB) [58, 61]. From there the data are
broadcast to up to five subtrigger modules, VME-modules with 2 transputers developed
at NIKHEF-H [62].
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4. Trigger, DAQ, Event Selection and Reconstruction

Different algorithms are running on these subtrigger transputers in parallel (sec-
tion 4.4). The results are sent to a master processor over the VME-bus, where all
subtrigger results are combined into a final decision (fig. 4.2).

This way, the Global Second Level Trigger (GSLT) gets more, and also more accu-
rate information than the GFLT, allowing a further reduction of the event rate, down
to 100 Hz. The latency of the component and global SLT together is about 7 ms, of
which the GSLTB takes up to 3 ms.

4.1.4 The Event Builder
The GSLT sends its decision to the Event Builder (EVB), which broadcasts it to all
components participating in the run. If the GSLT rejects the event, all event data are
discarded. If the GSLT decides to keep the event, all components ship their data to
the EVB, which takes care of putting them in a standard format (section 4.5.2) and
passes the full data to the Third Level Trigger (TLT).

4.1.5 The Third Level Trigger

The TLT algorithms are fully programmed in FORTRAN, and running on a farm of
SGI workstations1, where a rather complete event reconstruction is done. The TLT
has all (raw) component data available, allowing more sophisticated calculations than
is possible on the lower trigger levels, especially when combining data from different
components (e.g. matching tracks with calorimeter deposits).

The TLT reduces the event rate to 3-10 Hz, and sends the data via an optical link
to the IBM at the DESY computer center, where the data are stored on tape in a large
cartridge robot.

4.1.6 DAQ chain
A schematic view of the ZEUS trigger and data acquisition system is shown in fig. 4.3.
The flow of component and trigger data is shown, together with the trigger decision
flow. All components of the DAQ and trigger system have connections to the central
ZEUS Run Control (RC), which are not shown. Run Control is operated by the shift
crew and takes care of the correct sequence of actions to be taken when a run is started
or ended. The trigger setup is also defined by RC and communicated to all components
when a new run is initialized.

RC also communicates with the Slow Control System, which monitors all electron-
ics, gas systems and detector status. Useful information like High-Voltage settings is
written in the data stream to be used later offline in the reconstruction.

'SGI Personal Iris 4D/35 and 4D/25 using the MIPS-R3000 CPU at 36 resp. 25 MHz
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the ZEUS trigger and data-acquisition system. The component
trigger systems, pipelines and buffers are shown, together with the global trigger systems.
Connections with Run Control (RC) are not drawn, but exist for every component of the
DAQ system. The Fast Clear, connected to CALFLT, GFLT and EVB, is not shown.
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4.2 FLT Component Trigger Processors

4.2.1 CALFLT

The Calorimeter First Level Trigger (CFLT) [64] acts on towers of four EMC cells
(two in RCAL) and pairs of HAC1 and (in F- and BCAL) HAC2 cells that lie projec-
tively behind the EMC cells. These 'trigger towers' are grouped into 16 regions: 2x4
quadrants in FCAL and RCAL and 8 equally sized rectangular parts in BCAL.

Electromagnetic and hadronic energy sums (Etoiai, Ex, Ez, and Ey) are calculated,
tests are performed for quiet towers and characteristic patterns for electromagnetic or
muonic energy deposits and tower energies are tested against programmable energy
(EMC or HAC) thresholds.

The information is processed in a pipelined way by various dedicated processors re-
sulting in a set of summary data for the GFLT, consisting of global energy sums, energy
threshold sums, (number of) isolated electrons and muons and regional information on
energy and transverse energy deposition.

4.2.2 CTD FLT

The CTD FLT [45] uses fast pipelined processors to identify pointing tracks2 and
measure their direction with sufficient precision to allow extrapolation to the outer
detector elements and to the interaction region. Also these processors identify the
beam crossing with which the tracks are associated.

The main part of the trackfinding is fully 3-dimensional, acting on crude 3-dimensional
space points with the position i a r - ^ given by the wire position and the z coordi-
nate reconstructed by measuring the time difference between the arrival of the pulse
at the two ends of the wire, the z-by-timing method. This logic finds only those tracks
which point at the interaction region. Additional logic works in two dimensions in the
plane perpendicular to the beam direction (the r — <j> plane) and attempts to find all
tracks. The event classification logic flags the event as coming from the vertex if the
two patterns are sufficiently similar.

The CTD FLT is designed to use the first three axial wire superlayers (superlayer
1, 3 and 5), but in 1993 and 1994 only the first superlayer was used. The 3-dimensional
segment finding in superlayer 1 alone gives a precision on the measurement of the vertex
position of around 20 cm, which improves to better than 5 cm when information from
superlayers 3 and 5 is added. This is accurate enough to decide whether the event
vertex is compatible with an ep-interaction or a downstream beam-gas interaction.

"'Pointing tracks: tracks that are compatible with coming from the interaction region.
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4.2.3 Other components
The luminosity monitor provides the GFLT with the energies in electron and photon
calorimeters; the FMUON and BRMUON give information on hit activity and classify
by combining various planes; the C5 counter provides timing and hit information; the
VETOWALL provides information on activity in the scintillator counters on either side
of the iron wall; the SRTD provides timing information; and the LPS and FNC provide
activity information.

4.3 SLT Component Trigger Processors

4.3.1 CAL SLT: timing, energy sums and clusters
The CAL SLT [65, 66] is designed to provide global energy information, to find and
identify clusters of energy deposits and to signal out-of-time events.

To do so, the calorimeter raw data is preprocessed by Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs), providing the CALSLT with energies for each calorimeter cell and regional
timing averages.

The CAL SLT is built as a three-layer transputer tree network [49], where the
transputers in each layer act in parallel. They produce energy sums (e.g. E, Ex) and
time averages and perform clustering on the results of the previous layer. The layer 3
transputer passes the final results to the GSLT.

4.3.2 CTD SLT: track and vertex finding
The CTD SLT aims to find high-pr tracks with high efficiency and to get a good
estimate of track direction and event vertex.

This is done using a transputer network, where regions of the CTD are handled
in parallel. The various stages of track finding and vertex fitting are distributed over
a few transputers. Segments are first found in r — cj>, then matched with associated
z-by-timing data and linked into tracks. As a last step, the position of the event vertex
is determined from all tracks.

The GSLT receives vertex information and track parameters for up to ten tracks.

4.3.3 Other components
The GSLT also obtains information from the LUMI and the muon chambers. The
other components do not yet send information to the GSLT, but are foreseen to do so
in the future.
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4.4 GSLT Algorithms

4.4.1 GSLT Decision Making
The purpose of the GSLT is to collect the component SLT results and issue a trigger
decision based on this information. The GSLT consists of eight subtriggers which run
in parallel. During the 1993 and 1994 running period five subtriggers of the GSLT were
active (fig. 4.4) [63]:

• Subtrigger 0 checks for environmental and test triggers. Both trigger types are
not related to true events, but are issued by the GFLT to interleave some crucial
information in the data: Environmental triggers are artificial 'triggers' containing
summary data over some period, e.g. the counters for luminosity determination;
Test triggers are calibration 'triggers' taken during the run, issued in empty-
bunch crossings.
In addition this subtrigger checks if a component has not provided information for
a (normal) event. If some information is missing, an error is sent to the Control
Trigger and from there to ZEUS Run Control;

• Subtrigger 1 passes a fraction of the events (pass-through events) for trigger stud-
ies offline, checks for GFLT triggers that should be untouched by the GSLT and
is used to select special events for calibration of the calorimeter (e.g. halo muons);

• Subtrigger 2 runs the veto algorithms to remove background events. We will
describe these in section 4.4.2;

• Subtrigger 3 - 6 run the physics filters, each of which can be prescaled (sec-
tion 4.4.3).. Only subtrigger 3 has been used so far for triggering. The other
three were available for trigger studies and can be used in parallel for physics
filters when more CPU power is required;

• Subtrigger 7 fills histograms to monitor some crucial component data, especially
the data used for vetoing on events. These histograms are available for the shift
crew to detect problems early, during the run.

A GSLT decision is applied by the Ma&tur Trigger based on the decision of the subtrig-
gers. An event is accepted by the GSLT if it was some special event passing subtrigger 0,
a prescaled event (subtrigger 1) or if it, v-.assed one of the physics filters, in which case
the veto algorithms must have passed w; well, i.e.

GSLT-Accopt = subtriggarO
.OR. subtrig£,e5:l
.OR. ((.NOT. subtrigger2) .AND. subtrigger3)
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Figure 4.4: GSLT Layout of Trigger Modules: 8 Subtriggers run in parallel on the component
data, and pass their results over the VME bus to the Master Trigger which builds the GSLT
decision.

If the event is accepted by Subtrigger 0 or 1, it is always accepted by the TLT. The
GSLT decision is summarized in two tables written into the data stream, with bits for
each subtrigger and bits for each of the veto and physics filter algorithms.

In 1993 the GFLT output rate was low enough for the GSLT to use only the passthrough and
veto algorithm: subtrigger 3 was only flagging events (if above some thresholds). No physics
filters were used yet: when the events passed the veto algorithm (sparks and timing), the
GSLT accepted the event.

4.4.2 Description of the Vetos
In 1993 and 1994, the calorimeter SLT was the only component which provided infor-
mation used to veto the event in the GSLT. Ii. the following sections, the vetos applied
to events seen at the GSLT are described.

Calorimeter timing
The most important veto is a cut on the timing of the event: the timing is calibrated
such that a physics event in the interaction point has zero time in the whole calorimeter
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once its fragments arrive there. An event from upstream the detector (for example a
proton-beamgas interaction) hits the RCAL earlier, and the FCAL at the same time
as a physics event (fig. 4.5). So this event has a time that is twice the time-of-flight
from the RCAL to the nominal interaction point earlier than a physics event, i.e. about
10 ns. Since the time can be determined with an accuray of better than a nanosecond,
this gives a good discriminative power. The same holds for the FCAL time for electron-
beamgas interactions.

In addition to these beam-related backgrounds, the timing also helps to reduce
events caused by cosmics and electronic noise: both come asynchronously with the
HERA clock.

Time Average Algorithm

When both PMTs in a cell are above 200 MeV, they contribute to the time sum
calculated by the CALSLT. To take into account the increasing resolution at larger
energies (fig. 3.4), PMTs with an energy above 2 GeV get a 10 times heavier weight
than PMTs between 200 MeV and 2 GeV.

For vetos using the calorimeter time a minimum energy deposit and a minimum
number of PMTs is required in order to classify the calorimeter time as being valid.
This requirement was determined from the 1993 DIS sample in order to avoid removing
physics events:

Calorimeter
part
FCAL
RCAL
BCAL
Up
Down

Minimum number Energy
of PMTs requirement

4 E(FCAL) > 2 GeV
2 E(RCAL) > 1 GeV
2 E(BCAL) > 1 GeV
2 E(BCAL-up) > 1 GeV
2 E(BCAL-down) > 1 GeV

In 1993 calorimeter F- and RCAL times were calculated using thresholds of 0.5 GeV, using
a straight average and requiring at least two PMTs contributing to the sum. The event was
rejected if

\TRCAL\ > 8 ns .OR. |TFCMI,| > 8 ns,

where times are only used to veto if they are available. This was shown to be a very safe
algorithm, but also background was accepted. Most of that was shown to be removed by
lowering the thresholds without loss of physics events.

RCAL Timing

Events triggered due to proton beam interactions with residual gas in the beam pipe
are recognized by the RCAL time being early: Events are rejected based on RCAL
time if a valid time is available and

\TRCAL\>8 ns,
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FCAL RCAL C5 VETOWALL

U b)

c)

Figure 4.5: Timing: a) upstream proton beam-gas interactions produce events which (might)
hit the vetowall, the C5 scintillator counter and the calorimeter: the C5 time determines the
exact passing time of the p-beam and is used to correct for run-by-run vertex deviations from
the nominal position; the RCAL is hit earlier than the time of the beam crossing and earlier
than the FCAL; moreover the time difference (/cai - trni is independent of the proton bunch
size;

b) events from the nominal interaction point result in time 0 in F - and RCAL;
c) and d) the FCAL time varies because of the length of the proton bunch but the RCAL
time is less sensitive to that; in c) the FCAL time is early, in d) the FCAL time is late.
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Figure 4.6: CAL SLT Time distributions for GSLT passthrough events: the events which
are rejected by the GSLT are shown as the hatched histograms.
a) The RCAL time; b) The FCAL time; c) The F-RCAL time;
d) The Up - Down time calculated by the CAL SLT. The smaller peak at negative values
of the time difference is caused by cosmic muons entering the detector from above. The
non-vetoed events in the veto region have a valid F- or RCAL time which causes them not
to be vetoed. (From [63])

as indicated in fig. 4.6-a.

FCAL Timing

Cosmic muon events and electron interactions with the residual gas in the beam pipe
lead to FCAL times inconsistent with ep interactions: cosmics come at any time and
e-gas comes early. The event is rejected based on FCAL time if the time is valid and

\TFCAL\>8 ns.

F-RCAL Timing

Apart from the F- or RCAL time alone, also the F-RCAL time difference is well suited
to discriminate upstream proton beam gas interactions against real ep interactions: for
the latter the time difference between the F and RCAL will be around zero, whereas
it is about 11 ns for beam-gas events. The resolution on the time difference is better
than the resolution on the individual times (fig.4.6-c). The event is rejected based on
F-RCAL time if both times are valid and

TFCAL — TRCAL > 8 ns.
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Up - Down Time

The up - down calorimeter time cut is effective at removing events triggered by cosmic
muons. Such an event has a large time difference between the upper and lower half of
the BCAL (fig.4.6-d). Events are rejected if both halves have a valid time (at least 2
PMTs and energy above 1 GeV), and the F- and RCAL do not have any energy and

Tup — Tdown < —10 ns .

Use of Calorimeter Timing

The calorimeter timing is not only used at the Second Level Trigger, but also at the
TLT and offline, where the algorithms can be more refined:

• in the TLT the timing of the C5 is available, determining the absolute bunch
crossing time, such thftt the cuts can be tightened after correcting for this; the
TLT has time information for each PMT separately (in contrast to the SLT),
allowing more sophisticated algorithms for time determination; and

• the offline calorimeter reconstruction code calculates the timing sums after full
and accurate calibration. These sums are then used in the physics filters and
analysis.

Spark rejection

Discharges of single PMTs, 'sparks', can result in spurious calorimeter triggers at the
FLT. They are removed at the SLT using CALSLT information. The spark rejection
algorithm has undergone some iterations:

1. In 1993 spark rejection was introduced at the beginning of data taking at the SLT,
using the experience of 1992. If the CALSLT finds exactly one electromagnetic
cluster in the BCAL of exactly one cell, and the BCAL, FCAL and RCAL has
no other energy deposits (i.e. energy apart from the spark is below 0.5, 0.8 and
0.4 GeV resp.), the event is rejected.

2. In 1994 this was modified to search for events having one-and-only-one cluster
found by the CAL SLT which consists of one cell having only one PMT above
the energy threshold used in the time sums: Since cells are only included in the
time sums if BOTH PMTs are above threshold the number of PMTs in the time
sum as returned by the CAL SLT would be zero for spark events.

3. In order to allow the possibility of running the CAL SLT without clustering an
alternative spark algorithm was developed. The algorithm requires that the event
was triggered only by the calorimeter, that there are no cells with both PMTs
greater than 200 MeV, and that there is one cell with energy greater than 2 GeV.
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Figure 4.7: a)-c) The energy in the calorimeters after the energy of the cell identified as a
spark is removed. For each plot the number of PMTs contributing to the time sum is required
to be zero and only one cell with energy larger than 2 GeV is allowed, b) The energy of the
cell identified as a spark. (From [63])

In addition, the energy in the calorimeter after removing the cell considered as
the spark must be low.

The spark energy spectrum was measured using the energy distribution in the
calorimeter without beam: for this a dedicated run was taken. The energy distri-
bution (resulting from noise) of the calorimeter after removing the cell identified
as a spark is shown in figure 4.7-a. The energy distribution of sparks is shown in
figure 4.7-b, where it can be seen that the majority of sparks have energy larger
than 2 GeV.

E-Pz

The maximum observed E — Pz for an ep interaction allowed by kinematics is twice the
electron beam energy. The distribution is shown in figure 4.8: events with E — Pt >
75 GeV are rejected.

4.4.3 Physics Filters
For the 1994 data taking period, physics filters were developed for the SLT. Filters select
specific physics channels using calorimeter energy sums and clusters from the CALSLT,
together with GFLT information, FMUON SLT information and LUMI electron and
photon energies. To give the most important examples:

• neutral-current DIS events are selected by requiring E — Pz + 2 *
24 GeV, which indicates the presence of the scattered electron in the detector,
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Figure 4.8: The total E - Pz as calculated by the CAL SLT. The hatched histogram shows
the events rejected by the GSLT. (From [63])

with a possible initial state collinear photon radiated off and detected in the
photon calorimeter of the LUMI system;

• charged-current DIS events are selected requiring a missing transverse energy in
the calorimeter above 9 GeV and the RCAL energy below 70 GeV;

• high ET photoproduction events are selected by requiring
- E- Pz>8 GeV and ET > 8 GeV or
- EWMr-c > 5 GeV and E - Pz > 1 GeV and ET > 5 GeV
(with the FCAL beampipe region excluded from the ET sum);

• 'inclusive' heavy flavour events are selected requiring Pz/E < 0.92, E — Pz >
6 GeV, EBCAL + ERCAL > 5 GeV and a FLT tracking bit;

• elastic J/ij) —* e+e~ events are selected requiring electromagnetic energy in the
calorimeter with only a small fraction of hadronic energy;

• events with muons are selected requiring a BCAL time consistent with ep inter-
actions and FLT BMUON bits; or a trigger from the FMUON SLT.

Details about the SLT algorithms used in the analyses in chapter 6-7 will be given
there.
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4.5 Event reconstruction

This section gives an overview of the ZEUS event reconstruction chain and the ZEUS
offline code. We also describe the reconstruction of the main components in some more
detail.

4.5.1 ZEUS Software Packages
Figure 4.9 shows the main ingredients of the ZEUS software chain.

• ZDIS is the ZEUS interface to event generators. It allows the use of a wide
selection of event generators and gives the output according to a ZEUS standard.

• MOZART (MOnte carlo for Zeus Analysis, Reconstruction and Trigger) is the
ZEUS detector simulation programme. Events generated with. ZDIS are tracked

Catalogue:
Geometry, Calibration and

Data Taking Conditions

Figure 4.9: ZEUS Data and Reconstruction chain with Offline and Analysis Programmes;
full lines with arrows indicate the data Row; dashed lines indicate the communication with
the catalogue; for details see text.
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through the detector taking into account particle decay, energy loss, multiple
scattering, and simulating the shower development in the calorimeter. MOZART
uses GEANT [67], tuned for the ZEUS calorimeter using test beam data.

• CZAR (Complete Zgana Analysis Routines) is the trigger simulation package,
combining the First and Second Level Trigger simulation in ZGANA and the
Third Level Trigger simulation package (TLT.ZGANA).

• ZEPHYR is the acronym for ZEus PHYsics Reconstruction. It processes real
ZEUS data or MOZART data: individual component reconstruction is done in
PHASE1, combination of data from different detectors in PHASE2 and there is
a DST part which applies a final physics selection based on these results.

• EAZE (Easy Analysis of Zeus Events) is the framework for convenient access
to the data and for physics analysis. Here ZEUS-wide analysis routines are used
from the PHANTOM library, as well as trigger simulation and analysis code from
component reconstruction libraries.

• GAZE (Graphical Analysis of Zeus Events) [68, 69] and LAZE (Look At Zeus
Events) [70] are the 3- and 2-dimensional event displays, used for checking the
performance of the detector, for checking event selection criteria and for scan-
ning special events. Both use interactive graphics and allow to look at different
projections and to ask for extra information on the event (e.g. specific trigger or
track information).

• Constants sets used in the ZEUS offline programmes are included in a database,
or catalogue. Version numbers and time stamps describe their validity range and
release date. Constants sets are labelled by a type which indicates whether they
contain geometry description (GEO), calibration constants (CAL), or a descrip-
tion of the data taking conditions (CND).

Event reconstruction is performed on a farm of powerful SGI stations and then stored
on tape. The DST output is stored completely on KEBAP, a large pool of disks.
KEBAP is accessible from the central analysis facility ZARAH for the whole ZEUS
collaboration.

4.5.2 ADAMO
All data structures are defined using the ADAMO data management system and are
described in the Data Definition Language (DDL). The ADAMO system (Aleph DAta
MOdel) [71] is used in ZEUS event reconstruction and analysis for the design of data
structures, for their storage in memory and on external media (tape or disk), and for
their documentation.
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ADAMO is based on the Entity Relationship Model (ERM) of data [72] and provides
a description of the data in terms of entities (e.g. hits or tracks), their attributes (e.g.
position or momentum) and their relationships (e.g. a hit lies on a track).

The data is organized in interrelated tables, which -for real data taking- are built
by the Event Builder from the raw data provided by the components.

4.5.3 Calorimeter reconstruction

The first phase of event reconstruction in the uranium calorimeter [73, 74] consists of
the determination of the energy deposited in the calorimeter cells, the reconstruction
of position, energy and direction of particle showers, the search for jets by clustering
the cells, and the identification of the reconstructed objects.

The geometry of the calorimeter as needed in the reconstruction is defined in the
common detector description scheme; from this a cell table with position of the centre
of the 5918 cells as well as their physical configuration (adjacency) is derived.

The raw calorimeter event output consists of energies in the left and light photomul-
tiplier tubes, deduced from the charges reconstructed by the DSPs, and information on
the arrival time of the signal. The raw data are corrected using calibration information
available from the data or from the calibration database.

Jets

Jet reconstruction can be done using various methods, the most common being known
as the UAl method which is used as a standard in hadron collider physic» (following the
'Snowmass convention' [75]). It uses a measure in pseudo rapidity (77) - azimuth (<j>)
space, and the jets are cones in this space with radius R. Seed cells are clustered into
preclusters, which are used as centres of cones in rf — <f> space with radius R. Calorimeter
cells are added to the cluster if they fall within the cone. After assignment, the centroids
are recalculated and the process is iterated until the cell-cluster assignment is stable.
Finally, clusters with overlap can be merged.

Alternatively, the JADE algorithm [76], widely used in e+e~ collider physics can be
used. It uses the invariant mass between pseudoparticle pairs, where pseudoparticles
are made up of calorimeter cells with either zero or the charged pion mass. The pair
with the smallest mass is merged into a new pseudoparticle if that mass falls below a
cut value where the cut may scale with the total visible energy or the total hadronic
invariant mass. The merging step can be done in a number of ways, corresponding to
various schemes [77]. Also a pseudo-particle can be added in the forward beampipe to
accommodate for the lost proton fragments ([43, 78]). The merging is continued until
all pairs are above the cut, and the resulting pseudoparticles are identified as jets. The
algorithm is fast, theoretically well defined and suitable for multi-jet studies.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of Condensates and Jets: in a), the four groups of cells form four
condensates; b) shows that three of the four are put together in one jet.

Condensates

In parallel to the jet finding another 'local' clustering is performed. This aims at gath-
ering cells which belong to a shower produced by one, or as few as possible, single
particle(s). In this geometrical clustering, cells are merged according to their physi-
cal adjacency into objects called condensates: the algorithm starts with the highest
energetic cell, which serves as the seed for a condensate. It then continues by adding
all neighbouring cells (i.e. those that share at least a side) with enough energy, and
continues looking at their neighbours, resulting finally in sets of connected neighbour-
ing cells. Isolated electrons and photons are virtually always found as one condensate.
Isolated hadrons are usually found as one condensate, but occasionally can split over
two or more due to the large fluctuations in hadron showers. Isolated muons are in
general reconstructed well as one condensate when they originate from the interaction
point, cosmics can result in more condensates. It was shown in [74] that in the very
forward region (9 < 10°), where the particle density is high, many particles are usually
merged into one condensate, but that there is a very good one-to-one relation between
condensates and particles outside this region.

Classification

The found clusters and condensates are identified using the different showering prop-
erties of various particles and the segmentation of the calorimeter, both longitudinally
and laterally (fig. 4.11). For each object shape parameters are calculated that com-
pletely describe the shower:

• total energy of the condensate and energy per calorimeter section: E, EEMC,

EHACI,
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electron muon

Figure 4.11: Typical shower development in the calorimeter for hadrons, electrons and
muons incident from above.

• number of contributing cells: n, UEMCI ^HACII nHACi',

• EMC energy fraction: EEMC/E;

• the fractional energy deposited in the four most energetic EMC cells belonging
to the condensate w.r.t. the total EMC energy: EEMC*/EEMC\

• the ratio of the energy deposits in the two sections of the HAC: EHAC\/EHAC2\

• the radius (size), calculated as the average distance of the condensate cells to the
line connecting the reconstructed condensate center and the vertex.

Using these shape parameters, clusters and condensates are classified by the calorimeter
reconstruction software as:

• 'electron':
EEMC/E > 0.85, EEMCA/EEMC > 0.85, nHAc% = 0, nH\c\ < 4 and nEMC <
10,12,14 for resp. E < 5, 5 < E < 40 and E > 40 GeV.
This selects particles with purely electromagnetic showering properties, such as
electrons, positrons and photons.
The cuts are tuned for a 98% electron identification efficiency for electrons be-
tween 1 and 50 GeV. This high efficiency requires relatively loose cuts, and there-
fore a non-negligible pion misidentification probability (around 20% at 1 GeV,
decreasing with energy to around 2% at 25 GeV) (see [74, fig. 6.7]).

• 'muon':
0.7 < E < 6 GeV and limits on number of EMC, HAC1 and HAC2 cells, as well
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as the energy deposit in those sections (e.g. EHACI/EHAC2 peaks around 1 for
mips).
This selects isolated tracks of minimum ionizing energy passing through the full
depth of the calorimeter.

• 'pion':
not classified as 'electron' or 'muon', n > 2, UEMC < 6, TIHACI > 1 and
EEMC/E < 0.92.

This selects showers that could be assigned to single, more or less isolated par-
ticles with hadronic shower properties, i.e. hadrons in general. The calorimeter
cannot distinguish between the various hadrons.

• 'jet':
not classified as 'electron', 'muon' or 'pion', E > 4 GeV, n > 7, UEMC > 4 and
radius > 15 cm.
This selects any composite object that cannot be assigned to single particles, but
has jet-like properties and extends over a sufficiently large part of the calorimeter.

• 'unknown': if not classified as one of the above.
This selects incompletely reconstructed objects, e.g. a single HAC2 cell above
threshold.

Position determination

The position of condensates or clusters is determined from the energy weighted average
of the centers of the contributing cells.

For electromagnetic clusters, an improved position reconstruction routine has been
developed [79]. This uses the energy imbalance between cells when the energy is spread
over more than one cell, or the energy imbalance between left and right PMTs within
a cell.

A detailed study of quality, efficiency and resolution of position and energies of con-
densates and clusters can be found in [74] and [79].

4.5.4 Track and vertex reconstruction

The VCRECON track finding package [80] recognizes trajectories in the tracking de-
tectors, fits them, and then estimates the primary vertex. The package is used both
online (in the TLT) as offline (in PHASE1 of ZEPHYR).

The input to VCRECON consists of VXD hits and FADC and z-by-timing infor-
mation from the CTD. In addition, VCRECON uses 3d-segments reconstructed in the
RTD and hits in the SRTD for very small backward angles.
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Figure 4.12: VCRECON track belix parameters in the XY plane (a) and RZ plane (b)

Track Unding

The search for track candidates is started with three axial "seed" hits in an outer
part of the CTD. A very broad "victual hit" is added at x = y = 0 to help guide
the trajectory inward. More axial hits are then gathered as the trajectory traverses
inward. The resulting circle in the transverse (xy) plane is then used for z-by-timing and
stereo pattern recognition, which gives the trajectories their z and slope information.
Eventually, every acceptable track must have some kind of 3D information (z-by-timing
and/or stereo).

Tracks with too many shared hits are weeded out: more than 85% of a candidate's
hits must be unique to it. This rule is somewhat relaxed to enhance the acceptance for
gamma conversions when a track candidate spans at least two axial superlayers and
any shared hits occur only in the innermost superlayer.

At a first pass of the pattern recognition, only tracks that are successfully followed
all the way down to SL1 are accepted. In a second pass, "outer" tracks that failed to
reach down to SL1 but span at least two axial superlayers and one intermediate stereo
superlayer are picked up as well. The latter tracks may be deep decays or due to some
inefficiency in SL1. They are not used in the primary vertex fit.

All tracks are fit to a 5 parameter helix model (<J>H, the angle tangent to the helix
in the XY plane; Q/R, charge over curvature; QDJJ, charge times distance of closest
approach; Zu, z at point of closest approach; and cot d, the polar angle; see fig. 4.12),
during which some hits are swapped or dropped. This fit is done inside-out. This fit
prepares the covariance matrix for use in the vertex fitting by adding to it the Coulomb
scattering contribution from any material between the innermost measurement and the
interaction region. Also a kink in the XY plane due to Coulomb scattering in the outer
VXD and inner CTD walls is estimated (improving the momentum resolution for low-
momentum tracks). If this kink is found, it is passed as a sixth parameter in the
trajectory fit.

Also the tracks are extrapolated to the calorimeter (or rather to a cylinder roughly
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describing the calorimeter surface) facilitating matching with calorimeter deposits.
A dE/dx estimate is provided for each track on the basis of the CTD pulse size

information: each FADC pulse size is normalized by factoring out the estimated path
angles, and applying some crude empirical corrections. Hits crossing cell boundaries,
or closely following hits in a cell, are rejected. The remaining hits, ordered by pulse
size, are truncated at each end (10% on the low end; 30% on the high end). The mean
value of the surviving hits is the estimate for the track's dE/dx. In addition, also the
number of used hits and the number of saturated FADC pulses are given, needed for
quality cuts when dE/dx is used in analysis later on. dE/dx will be further discussed
in section 6.5.

Vertex finding

The primary event vertex is determined by applying the standard fast vertex finder
from the ZEUS offline reconstruction. This is based on the simple and full fit perigee
techniques [81] and acts in three stages:

1. A preliminary filter removes trajectories incompatible with the beamline.

2. Simple vertex fit filter. This determines the weighted center of gravity of any
surviving tracks. Tracks which contribute too much to the xlimpie a t e discarded
until the fit quality is acceptable.

3. Full vertex fit. This nonlinear iteration not only solves for the final vertex, but
also constrains the remaining trajectories to it, while simultaneously refitting
direction and curvature.

1993 TLT VCRECON

In 1993, the TLT version of VCRECON only used the 16 z-by-timing layers of the
CTD. The same information was generated as offline, but with degraded resolution
and cleanliness. Multiple vertexing was enabled in the TLT. The vertex closest to
Z = 0 was selected to be the event vertex to be conservative.

1994 TLT VCRECON

In 1994, the TLT used not only the z-by-timing information, but also the FADC infor-
mation from SL1 to SL5.

In all but the simplest events, the hits in the 8th layer of SL2, SL3, SL4 and SL5 are
turned off for CPU reasons: i.e. 36 of 40 CTD layers are used with only very limited
loss of track finding and vertexing performance. Layers with more than 50 hits are not
used to provide the seed hits that start a track to prevent extensive CPU load. CTD
"outer" tracks are ignored; SL1 tracks must have at least 5 hits.
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4.5.5 LUMI
The LUMI reconstruction programme unpacks and calibrates the raw data from the
electron and photon calorimeters and position detectors. The environmental record
triggers are analyzed to determine the integrated luminosity for each run (section 3.3.7).
(The bremsstrahlung rate is enormously big: separate scalars are used to count the
photon flux for each bunch crossing number separately, thus being able to gather very
high luminosity statistics without saturating ZEUS data taking. The scalars are started
and stopped following the ZEUS status with information supplied by the GFLT and
run control).

The LUMI data also contains information on proton and electron bunch currents
as well as the type of the bunch crossing (empty bunch, unpaired e or p bunch or ep
collision bunch).
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Charm production

In this chapter, heavy quark production at HERA is discussed [41, 43]. We focus on
'open charm' production, especially in photoproduction (Q2 ~ 0). The production of
heavy quarks proceeds via photon-gluon fusion

Its 0{a.) QCD corrections

1 + 9 -» Q + Q+9,
- Q + Q + q(q)

and the virtual corrections to ~/ + g —> Q + Q are also discussed. In addition we
have contributions from the resolved photon processes where a parton from the photon
interacts with a parton from the proton:

q + q -+ Q + Q,

g + g -+ Q + Q.

Together they result in cross sections of

<r(ep -* eccX) ~ 0(1.0 fib) and
<r{ep -> ebbX) ~ O( 5 nb)

at HERA energies [82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 43].
Reconstruction methods using the process Z?** —* D° •- —> (K^ir^ir^, and lep-

tonic decays of charmed hadrons are discussed. By using these events we show how to
measure the gluon distribution in the proton and discuss the reach of the method.
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5.1 Motivation
Measurements of the parton densities in the proton are not only essential to deepen
our understanding of the nucleon structure or to test the QCD evolution equations,
but are also crucial to understand the "standard" physics at present and future hadron
colliders.

Fixed target deep inelastic scattering experiments performed in the past, either with
electron, muon or neutrino beams, have provided valuable direct information about the
valence and sea quark distributions. The gluon density is poorly measured and only
loosely constrained by those experiments, however.

Traditionally the 5luon density has been extracted using two indirect methods:

• measuring the scaling violation effects present in the proton structure functions
Fi or F3 and solving the QCD evolution equations (figure 2.9);

• measuring the structure functions F2 and FL which relate to the gluon density
at the same Q2 but other values of x via [88]:

(> - f) "*•
where the sum runs over all active flavours with charges $. At small x the integral
over the gluon is dominant, and one obtains:

xG(x, Q2) = I • 5.8 [~ FL(QA17x, QJ) - ^ F2(0.75 x, Q')] .

An independent and direct measurement can be made when processes directly coupling
to the gluon in the proton are studied. The lowest order process doing so is photon-
gluon fusion, shown in figure 5.1:

i + g-^Q + Q. (5.1)

For light quark production, a second process arises at the same order, also giving rise to
two partons in the final state: QCD Compton scattering (fig. 2.10-c). This is scattering
a photon off a (anti-)quark in the proton, with the production of a hard gluon jet:

7 + 9(5) -» 9 + q(q) • (5-2)

For heavy quarks, the sea contribution is negligible or even zero, causing the QCD
Compton process as well as lowest order DIS scattering (kicking a quark out of the
proton) not to exist. Moreover, the chance to produce a heavy quark in the fragmen-
tation is negligible1. Thus the presence of a heavy quark in the final state guarantees
scattering off a gluon.

1In the Lund model for example, heavy quark production is suppressed asu: <f:«:cs; l : l : 0.3 :
1 0 - 1 1 .
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Figure 5.1: Direct photon: Photon-gluon fusion; lowest order charm pair (cc) production

5.2 Charm production at HERA

5.2.1 Leading order results and experimental characteristics

Photon-gluon fusion (eq. 5.1, fig. 5.1) occurs as an O(a2ds) subprocess in the corre-
sponding ep scattering:

(5.3)

This process depends on the gluon density in the proton. Therefore, a measurement
of the charm electroproduction cross sections yields crucial information on the gluon
distribution function.

The equation for the cross section for this process has been available in the lit-
erature for some time [90, 91]. It takes into account the heavy quark mass, the full
electroweak structure of the reaction and arbitrary longitudinal polarization of the in-
coming electron or positron. For values of the quark mass mc = 1.5 GeV, the cross
section is found to be 0.3-0.6 fib, depending on the gluon distribution parametrization
used.

The phenomenological consequences of the lowest order formulae can be summa-
rized as follows [91, 92, 93]:

• The cross section peaks at very small values of Q2: it is mainly a photoproduction
process.

• Very small values of the fraction of proton momentum carried by the gluon, xg,
are reached, with a threshold at xg ~ 10~4.
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Figure 5.2: Photon gluon fusion (lowest order): xa, y, Q2, i, PT(C) and 9(c) distributions;
the MRSD-1 proton structure function is used and the HERWIG Monte Carlo program.

• The average transverse momentum of the charmed quark or antiquark is of the
order of its mass and the pj-distribution falls rapidly to zero for larger values.
The squared invariant mass s = rn2{ig) = m}{cc) peaks at threshold.

• The polar angle (6) distribution peaks at very forward and backward angles.

The distributions of some important kinematical quantities are shown in figure 5.2.

5.2.2 QCD radiative corrections

Investigations of the QCD corrections to heavy flavour photoproduction can be split
into a few categories:

1. O(aoc3
2) point-like contribution with cuts to avoid the singular regions in phase

space [41, 82].

2. Resolved-photon contribution to c, 6-quark production [41, 82, 94, 95].

3. Two independent full 0(aas2) point-like correction calculations of total cross
section and TJ[C) and pr(c) distributions [83, 84].

4. Double differential cross sections in full 0(accs2) [86, 87].
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Higher order QCD calculations
The electroproduction results can be obtained in two ways: the electron-photon vertex
is usually approximated by the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation [124] used by [83,
86], facilitating the calculations, but the direct photon processes can also be calculated
using the full electroweak matrix element for the electron-photon vertex [84, 85]. The
basic subprocesses leading to the point-like component of the NLO calculations are
shown in figure 5.3:

7 + 5

7 + S
7 + q{q)

-> c + c + g
—> c + c (virtual corrections)
-» c + c + q(q)

(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)

Ellis and Nason [83] used their results to fit low energy fixed target photoproduction
data. They conclude that a good description of the data is achieved for mc = 1.5 ±
0.3 GeV. Smith and Van Neerven [84] obtained full 0(a2asi) single particle inclusive
differential distributions at HERA, in photoproduction (and also in the high-Q2 DIS
region). They checked that they reproduce the formulae of [83] and showed that the
shape of the inclusive distributions pr(c) and T/(C) do not change much when NLO
corrections are included. Frixione et al. [86, 87] used the calculation of [83] in a HERA-
specific discussion on charm and bottom production in photoproduction (in the WWA-
approximation).

The next-to-leading order corrections turn out to be important at:

• Threshold, more specifically, 77 = i/4m2 < 1.1, i.e. for charm production at
HERA i < 10 GeV2 and xg < 1.1 • 10'4. In this region the O(a.) correction
dominates the lowest order term due to the gluon bremsstrahlung diagrams of
fig. 5.3-a-iii leading to large logarithms when the gluon is collinear to the outgoing
quark;

• Large energies: 77 > 20, corresponding to s > 200 GeV2 and xg > 2 • 10"3 for
charm production. In this limit, 77 —• 00, the cross section shows a plateau
behaviour with the dominant configuration as in figure 5.3-a-iv, i.e. the gluon
exchange in the (-channel of the subprocess g + Q* -* g + Q where the Q' is the
virtual quark produced in 7 —* Q + Q*. The process is called charm excitation
inside the photon a la Bethe-Heitler by [83] and Flavour Excitation (FE) by [84].
Large logarithms like (a$ log^m^/s))" are even expected to appear in the fol-
lowing perturbative terms. Work is ongoing to resum these contributions in all
orders [97, 96].

The diagrams of fig. 5.3-a-i,ii only give a small contribution.
The contribution of the processes 5.1, 5.4 and 5.6 is shown in figure 5.4 as a func-

tion of the momentum fraction carried by the incoming parton, x, for photon-proton
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Figure 5.3: Direct photon higher order corrections:

aj JVLO diagrams contributing to the amplitude for gluon bremsstrahlung "j + g -* Q + Q + g-

b) NLO diagrams for the virtual corrections to f + g -> Q +Q, interfering with the lowest

order graph.

c) NLO diagrams for 7 + q —* Q + Q + q. Diagrams fori + q-^Q + Q + q are obtained by

reversing the arrows on the light quark line.

Additional graphs are obtained by reversing the arrows on the heavy quark lines.
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Figure 5.4: The 0(aas) ig, 0(aa | ) yg and O(aa\) 79 contributions to the total charm
cross section, histogrammed as a function of the ratio of partonic and hadronic center-of-mass
squared energies, r = s/W (which for pointlike photoproduction equals x) for yp scattering
at \/W = 300 GeV. The proton factorization and renormalization scales have been taken
equal to ml in the short-distance cross-sections. The MRSA parton distributions are used.
[87, Fig. 1]

scattering at </s = 300 GeV, corresponding to photons carrying almost all electron
momentum at HERA energies. At lower photon energy, the 7g contribution (eq. 5.6)
is much reduced.

Resolved photon

The O(acc3
2) resolved-photon charm production2 at HERA proceeds as depicted in

figure 5.5:

c + c

c + c

(5.7)

(5.8)

This cross section is 15 — 40% of the direct channel, depending on the quark and
gluon densities inside the photon. Moreover, the gluon-gluon scattering dominates this
contribution completely, the q — q component being suppressed by an additional order
of magnitude. Distributions of some kinematical quantities for the resolved process
are shown in figure 5.6: the momentum fraction probed in the proton, x ^ ^ , , is 10"2

to 10"1, where the parton distribution functions are reasonably well known. The
momentum fraction of the partons in the photon, x7, is much less constrained by
the available data. It peaks strongly at small x7, but is falling less rapidly than the

3The process is also called order 0 ( Q 2 O 3
2 ) , because of an additional a 'hidden' in the photon

structure function.
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5. Charm production

Figure 5.5: Resolved photon processes: a) Quark-(anti)quark scattering; b) g/uon-g/uon
scattering. An additional graph is obtained by reversing the arrows on the top graph of b-i.
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Figure 5.6: Resolved photon: x-proton, xy and y (MRSD-' proton structure function; GRV
photon structure function; HERWIG)
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Figure 5.7: Mass uncertainty: Pointlike component of the total charm cross section versus
the center-of-mass energy in 7p collisions. The bands are obtained by varying the «nor-
malization scale between mc/2 and 2mc. The proton parton density set is MRSA. [87, fig.
5]

distribution of Xj„oton. The y distribution for resolved photon proceses is falling less
rapidly than that for the direct photon, shown in fig. 5.2-b.

Higher order corrections to the resolved (or hadronic) photon processes are large:
of similar size as the Born cross section [87].

Uncertainties

The uncertainties on the QCD prediction are large. A large uncertainty on the total
charm production cross section is caused by the uncertainty on the value of the heavy
quark mass. The dependence of the cross section on the mass of the charmed quark is
important and is, mainly, felt through the dependence of variables strongly peaking at
threshold. For example, xg

 min ~ ml/a. Allowing an error of Ame = ±0.3 GeV, the
relative change in the cross section is Acr/cr ~+o'il [41) 83]. The effect is illustrated in
fig.5.7.

Another uncertainty is caused by the lack of knowledge of the mass renormalization
(/in) and factorization (/if) scales. The scales are only constrained a priori to be of
the order of the heavy quark mass because this is at least the virtuality of the internal
fermionic line in the lowest order graphs [98]. In [83], the quoted errors were calculated
allowing a variation of /t in the range \mc < fi = fiR = ftp < 2mc. After inclusion of
0(as) corrections no large improvement in the scale dependence is seen. Th« effect of
varying the renormalization scale between mc/2 and 2mc is shown in fig.5.7.

Finally, the cross section is strongly dependent on the proton and photon structure
functions, shown in fig.5.8.

With all this taken into consideration, the full NLO cross section result for charm pro-
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Figure 5.8: aj Pointlike component otthe total charm cross section versus the center-of-mass
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fig-6]
b) Total charm cross section versus the center-of-mass energy in fp collisions, with and
without the inclusion of the hadronic component, computed with two sets of photon parton
densities LAC1 and GRV-HO. The bands are obtained by varying the renormalization scale
between mc/2 and 2mc. [87, fig. 8]

duction at HERA energies is 0.3 - 2 fib. Using the code of [87], we have calculated the
cross sections for charm production at HERA using the extreme proton and photon
parton distributions: the MRSDO' and MRSD-' proton distribution sets are roughly
comparable with the two extremes according to the ZEUS data [28]; jet photopro-
duction results of ZEUS [40, 44] indicate that the gluon density in the photon is in
between that of the GRV-HO and LACl parametrizatior.s, which we consider here as
two extreme possibilities for the photon. The results are shown in table 5.1.
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a) Pointlike component
as indicated.

MRSDO
MRSD-'
MRSDO
MRSD-'

Born
Born
NLO
NLO

Wt =
1.054
2.033
0.923
2.443

of the

mc

mc/2

total charm cross

= 1.2
MH =
0.597
1.151
0.753
1.665

GeV
mc PR =

0.428
0.826
0.611
1.289

sections (pb)

2m c PR = n
0.573
0.916
0.538
1.063

in ep

me

»c/2

collisions, at T/S

= 1.5 GeV
PR = mc PR =
0.362
0.578
0.454
0.807

0.270
0.431
0.380
0.653

= 300

2m c

GeV,

PR =
0.344
0.489
0.335
0.558

for various input parameters,

in
mc/2

e = 1 . 8
Wi =
0.231
0.328
0.289
0.448

GeV
mc PR = 2me

0.177
0.251
0.245
0.372

b) Hadronic component of the total charm cross sections (/ib) in ep collisions, <
as indicated, using the MRSD-' set for the densities in the proton.

GRV-HO Born
LAC1 Bora
GRV-HO NLO
LAC1 NLO

me

PR = mc/2
0.455
2.721
0.979
6.954

= 1.2 GeV
PR = mc

0.146
0.872
0.338
2.221

PR =
0.075
0.450
0.182
1.164

c) idem, using the MRSDO' set for the densities

GRV-HO NLO
LA.C1 NLO

mc

PR = mc/2
0.870
7.037

= 1.2 GeV
PR = mc

0.306
2.281

PR =
0.166
1.202

2mc

mc

PR = mc/2
0.151
0.765
0.290
1.764

in the proton.

2m c

me

PR = me/2
0.276
1.867

= 1.5 GeV
PR ~ mc

0.000
0.305
0.131^'
0.736

= 1.5 GeV
PR = me

0.126
0.784

it ^A = 30C

PR = 2mc

0.034
0.169
0.077
0.422

PR = 2mc

0.075
0.451

GeV, for various input parameters,

mc

PR = mc/2
0.065
0.283
0.116
0.616

me

PR = me/2
0.115
0.667

= 1.8
PR =
0.029
0.127
0.060
0.297

= 1.8
PR =
0.060
0.322

GeV
mc

GeV
mc

PR = 2mc

0.017
0.074
0.038
0.180

PR = 2mc

0.038
0.196

Table 5.1: Pointlike and hadronic component of the total cbatm cross sections (pb) in ep collisions, at •/» = 300 GeV, for various
input parameters, as indicated, calculated using tbe code of [87]. The error on each number is smaller than 0.001.
t1).* the gg contribution is 0.12, the qq contribution only 0.01 pb.
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o
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5. CJiarm production

5.3 Tagging charm events at HERA

5.3.1 D* reconstruction

The reconstruction of charged D* mesons is a powerful method of tagging the charmed
quark, due to the very tight kinematical constraints on the decay3

£•+-> D O T $ , (5.9)

where the lone pion has a momentum 40 MeV/c in the D** rest frame. Consequently,
the mass difference

AM = M(D°x%) - M(D°) (5.10)

can be measured more accurately than the D'+ mass itself [99].
In reconstructing the D° through the Üf~7r+ decay mode, charged tracks (\T]\ < 3)

are combined. No particle identification is used and each track is considered in turn
to be a kaon or a pion. The combination is accepted as a possible candidate D° if the
K~7T+ invariant mass lies in the range 1.82 < M(K~ir+) < 1.91 GeV.

Figure 5.9 shows the invariant mass distribution M(K~ir+). Charm events present
a clear peak at the D° mass (1865 MeV), while background events do not. The level
of the background is however much bigger than the signal in the charm events, which
does not allow to use the D° on its own.

To form a D'+ , these D° candidates are then combined with an additional charged
track, assumed to be a pion. The kaon and the additional pion are required to have
opposite charges. Figure 5.9-c shows the resulting distribution of the mass difference
AM = M(K~-K+TT+) — Af(üf~7r+) for cc and background events (mainly from light
quarks) [43, 100]. In this distribution, a very clear signal is observed with a signal to
background ratio of the order of 2 : 1. (Figure 5.9-d shows the improvement when a
microvertex detector is available to detect the presence of a secondary vertex and using
only the tracks assigned to that vertex in the procedure.)

5.3.2 Leptonic decays of charm

Electrons and muons

Another possibility to tag heavy quark events is by looking for its semi-leptonic decay
into an electron or muon. Both types of decays have their own specific experimental
problems and merits.

3Here and in the following the charge conjugated expressions are implied.
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5.3. Tagging chasm events at HERA
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Figure 5.9: MC D° mass distribution (da/dm (pb/GeV)) ofD° candidates for charm events
(aj and background (b) and AAf for charm and background events added together without
(c) and with (d) the use of a microvertex detector. From [43]

Muons A muon is relatively easy to identify in the muon chambers, but to tra-
verse the uranium calorimeter in order to reach the inner muon chambers it needs a
momentum of at least 1.5-2 GeV. It needs another 1-2 GeV to traverse the backing
calorimeter to also reach the outer muon chambers. Since the momentum spectrum
of leptons from charm decays peaks at low values and falls off exponentially, this cuts
away a large fraction of the signal.

It was. shown in [101] that a muon analysis based on just central tracking and
calorimeter information was not feasible. More recently it was shown that with a
global fit of the inner muon chambers only, together with the tracking detectors and
the calorimeters, one could get a good muon identification for muons from 2 GeV
and up [102]. However, there is a large background of muons from punch-through
(i.e. muons created in the shower development in the calorimeter leaking out of the
calorimeter on the back), K- and 7r-decay in flight and cosmics.

At the first level trigger the events are selected by requiring a coincidence of a track
pointing to the vertex and a muon chamber hit. In the TLT, the global matching is
performed, resulting in an acceptable rate of less than one Hertz during data taking
(mainly cosmics).

Electrons Electrons do not suffer from such a severe momentum cut-off: they can be
identified by the calorimeter and the HES and by the energy loss in the CTD (dE/dx),
making the detection of electrons possible down to low momenta [103].

However, it has been shown that there is an enormous background from photon
conversions, which cannot be recognized as such [104]. Also the discrimination between
electrons and pions in the calorimeter does not have enough rejection power at energies
below 0(2 GeV), even with the use of the HES, because of the large relative abundance
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5. Charm production

of pions compared to electrons. This also forces us to move to higher momenta than
previously advocated: a minimal pr of 0.8 GeV together with a minimal momer.ium of
1.2 GeV is needed. The additional use of dE/dx or TRD information (in the forward
direction) is an absolute must for further background suppression.

5.4 Methods of xg determination

5.4.1 Kinematics
In this section we recall some useful relations to calculate the momentum fraction of
the proton carried by the gluon, xg . They are based on the leading order direct photon
process 73 —> cc.

We denote the momenta of the quarks by c and c. The gluon momentum is
parametrized to be xgP. The incoming electron momentum is denoted by k, the
outgoing electron momentum by k' = k — q. From momentum conservation we have

^P^ + q^Cv + c» (/x = 0,...,3). (5.11)

After squaring this, we find for the momentum fraction of the proton, carried by the
gluon:4

2 2 *
X' ~ 2P-q - ys •

where i = M2
C = M2

g is the partonic center-of-mass energy squared. In the collinear
approximation (Q2 = 0 and qli = yk^) the equation simplifies to:

So considering the cc -system as a whole, three variables are needed to specify the
kinematics: Q2, y and s.

The first quantity is the virtuality of the incoming photon, Q2. In fact, because
the heavy flavour production cross-section peaks at so small values of Q2 we will most
often use the collinear limit: Q2 —» 0. To reinforce this approximation one can further
require the non-observation of the scattered electron in the main detector.

In the photoproduction limit (of Q2 = 0), the second variable, y, equals the mo-
mentum fraction of the incoming electron carried by the photon. It can be determined
using the Jacquet-Blondel equation [105]:

4Note that we can also define xg by this equation, similar to the definition of the Bjorken-i in
Deep Inelastic scattering, in a Lotentz invariant way.
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5.4. Methods ofxa determination

where the sum runs over all final state particles except for the scattered electron. The
resolution is ff(yjg) ~ 15%.

If the scattered electron is detected, Q2 and y can be determined using:

y< = 1 - | ^ ( 1 - c o s * ) , (5.15)

Q2 = 2EtE'c(l + cos6), (5.16)

where 0 is the polar angle of the scattered electron (6 = % meaning it has not been
deflected). There are two possibilities:

• If the scattered electron scatters by more than 80 mrad, it enters the main de-
tector, and since then Q2 > 4 GeV2 it can not be neglected.

• If the electron is scattered over less than 6 mrad and it has lost enough energy
to be bent out of the beampipe by the magnets to enter the electron tagger of
the LUMI system (0.2 Et < E'e < 0.9 Et GeV), eq. 5.15 simplifies to

y 1

and we can safely neglect Q2 (which is in the range 10~7 - 0.02 GeV2). Because
of the good energy resolution of the electron luminosity calorimeter, y can be
measured with an accuracy better than 6%. Unfortunately, the efficiency of the
LUMI electron tagger is only above 60% for 0.35 < y < 0.65 and only a small
fraction (less than about 10% for charm production) of the scattered electrons is
in the LUMI acceptance.

The third variable, s, will be covered in the next paragraph.

5.4.2 Invariant mass reconstruction
To obtain i notice that this variable equals the square of the transverse mass if the
quarks are produced perpendicular to the beam in the 75-CM frame and if both the
photon and the gluon had no initial transverse momentum (Q2 = 0). So we can
determine J from the summed transverse mass of all final state particles, which can be
approximated by the summed transverse momenta:

yfs « Y,mTi « Y^pTi- (5.18)
i i

It was shown in [106] that this is a good approximation when the produced quarks
have a sizable pj.

The invariant mass of the photon gluon system can also be calculated by trying to
reconstruct the final state partons with a suitable jet algorithm. The main problem is
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5. Chasm production

No cuts 0.3 < 9D < 2.8 0.3 <6D < 2.8
PT,D > 1-0 GeV/c

Figure 5.10: Reconstructing xg from one charmed hadron:
a)-c) Reconstructed vs true xg; b) True xg distribution for events passing the cuts on the D.
xg is reconstructed using: z = (E - PI)D/(2J/£ , . ) ; S = (p\iD + mj)/(z(l - z)); xg = s/(ys)

that it is not possible to determine unambiguously which final state particles originate
from which partons: their hadronization products are not perfectly separated in two
obvious, pencil-like jets, especially not at the small pr with which the charm quark is
usually produced.

Another possibility is to reconstruct the four-momentum of the heavy (anti)quark after
the fragmentation process. Then, s can be calculated with

(5.19)

(5.20)

where the inelasticity variable z is given by

z =
P-e = {E-PZ)C

P • q 2yEe

A slight variation of this method is usually used in the case of J/TJ) production [107,108].
The final state quarks are approximated by reconstructed final state charmed

hadrons or electrons from charm decay: an illustration of this is given in fig 5.10 where
D mesons are used to estimate the four-momentum of the produced charm quark.
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5.4. Methods oixa determination

5.4.3 Energy and longitudinal momentum conservation

A different approach is to look at the conservation of energy and longitudinal momen-
tum. The positive z-axis is taken to be the direction of the incoming proton. We then
have

xg Pf + PÜ; = PC
L

Adding the two gives

Ec + Es + PC
L + Pe

L- (Ey

x„ = 2EP
(5.21)

The advantage over the method using eqs. 5.11-5.13 becomes obvious if we again go to
the case where Q2 can be neglected: since the photon moves in the negative z-direction,
Ey = — Pf, so that xg has no explicit dependence on y anymore:

2EP
( 5 - 2 2 )

Since energy and momentum is conserved in the fragmentation process too, this trans-
lates immediately into a sum over all final state particles coming from the cc-system:
we should remove proton remnant fragments from the final state and the scattered elec-
tron (and photon fragments in case of resolved photon processes), to get this system,
and then x0 follows from:

v^ t v i r>L\
(5.23)

" 2EP

This looks like the Jacquet-Blondel equation for y (5.14) but essentially the role of the
electron and proton are interchanged in the equation for xg . At first sight, the only
differences are the sign in the numerator and the appearance of the proton energy, in
stead of the electron energy, in the denominator. In the Jacquet-Blondel equation, the
sum should run over all final-state particles (except for the scattered electron), but the
negative sign in the numerator allows one to restrict the summation to all particles
appearing in the detector: the loss of particles in he forward beampipe does not harm
the y-reconstruction using the Jacquet-Blondel formula. On the other hand, loss of
particles in the rear beampipe gives serious trouble, especially if they are energetic.

In the case of equation 5.23, this is just the other way around: the sum should
run over the final state, excluding the proton remnant, and loss of particles in the rear
beampipe does not harm. Due to the large Lorentz boost in the forward direction, the
effect of including(loosing) a forward particle in the sum is much more drastic in our
case than including(loosing) a backward one in the Jacquet-Blondel case. So separating
the proton remnant from the rest of the hadronic system is essential.
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5. Chasm production

5.4.4 Rapidity of the cc system
The determination of xg and s can also be done from the rapidities6 of the two jets
arising from the c and c [109]. In the photon-gluon center of mass frame the rapidities
of the two quarks are equal, up to a sign:

y° = -y° = Dy. (5.24)

In the laboratory system this turns into:

VtiAB = tin + Dy, y!LAB = tin - Dy, (5.25)

so that:
tiyg = (VcLAB + k « ) / 2 = tic! • (5-26)

This gives
, /EJX.-SL'W

(5.27)

For photoproduction, where Q2 = 0, this leads to expressions for xg and J, con-
taining only y and the rapidity average of the two quarks, ycj:

^ , s = 4BeV«tp(2yee). (5.28)

The c and c rapidities can be approximated by that of resulting charmed hadrons (D'),
reconstructed jets, decay leptons or any combination.

The correlation of xg calculated from two semi-leptonic electrons, y from the de-
tected scattered electron and xg from the charm - anti-charm quark pair is shown in
fig 5.11-a. Since electrons are practically massless, yce is approximated here by

»« « y<+<- = \ (y. + »«) * \ W« + V*) = ~ \ (in tan | + In tan | j . (5.29)

The electrons are required to have at least 0.2 GeV of transverse momentum to allow
detection, but no angular cuts are applied Fig 5.11-b shows the same plot with both
electrons in the angular range 0.3 < 6 < 2.8, i.e. in the CTD acceptance (which leaves
7% of all di-lepton charm events)

Fig 5.12 shows the xg coverage of the events without any cuts, with transverse
momentum cuts on both electrons and with the angular cuts as well.

5Rapidity is defined by y = -\\n((E - Pt)/(E + P,))\ pseudo-rapidity is the massless approxi-
mation of rapidity: rj = - ^ l n ((P - Pz)/(P + P,)) = - 5 In tan f
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Figure 5.11: Di-lepton events: reconstructed vs true xs;
x reconstructed from e+ and e~ di-lepton rapidities:
je+e- = (je+ + yt-)/2;x= ^exV(2ye+c-); y = y(scatterede)
aj no cuts; b) electron in CTD acceptance
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Figure 5.12: Di-lepton events: xg coverage after applying cuts on both semi-leptonic elec-
trons; a) all events; b) Pt(e+,e~) > 0.2 GeV/c; c) pt(e

+,e~) > 0.2 GeV/c, 0.3 < 8e± < 2.8

5.5 Gluon density reconstruction

Having reconstructed xs we now proceed to determine the gluon distribution function.
It is related to the measured cross section via

(5.30)
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xgG(xg)

10

0.0004 0.001 0.004 0.01 0.04 0.1

Figure 5.13: MC reconstructed gluon density xBG{xg) from inclusive Z)#± production. The
curves show the input gluon functions taken from Mbrffn and 2\mg. The error bars include
statistical errors for an integrated luminosity of 6 pb~*. [43, fig. 12]

where /i2(z9) denotes the scale at which the gluon distribution is evaluated for this xB

and
/(x, )\MC = dcr/dx, \MC/G{xa ) \ M C (5.31)

is determined by the Monte Carlo.
The bin sizes were chosen by requiring statistical errors smaller than 5% for an

integrated luminosity of 100 pb"1. We further demand that migrations between bins
satisfy the following criteria:

• After taking the experimental resolutions into account, more than 60% of the
original events of a bin remain inside this bin;

• The fraction of events which migrate into this bin is smaller than 40%.

These conditions lead to approximate regular bin sizes in the variable log xg .
After all conditions are satisfied one can discriminate between different parametriza-

tions of the gluon density G(xg ) . The net systematic error can then be computed by
varying the Monte Carlo functions }\MC using different gluon parametrizations.

Figure 5.13 shows that one can discriminate between different parametrizations of
the gluon density G(xg) using the D* Monte Carlo data sample (in this case the input
densities used are from Morfin and Tung sets Bl and B2 [110]). Here tracks are used
with p(K,ir) > 0.6 GeV/c, P(TTS) > 0.15 GeV/c and 10° < 6 < 165°. A resolution of
<r(p)/p = 0.3 -p is assumed. The D* is required to have pr(-D') > 1.4 GeV/c. The
figure does not include systematic errors and the statistical errors correspond to 6 pb"1.

We see that we are able to discriminate between current parametrizations having
different behaviours at very low xg.
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5.6 Summary and conclusions
We have discussed charm production at HERA. In summarizing theoretical results
achieved by various groups over the last few years, we have indicated the uncertainties
in the cross section calculation. Also we have shown the sensitivity of the total cross
section to proton (and photon) structure function.

We have discussed a few methods to tag charm events, using D** reconstruction with
D'± —> Z)07r± —• (K^TT^TC* and the leptonic decays. Using Monte Carlo simulations
we showed how these tagged events can be used to determine xg down to values of
5-10-4.
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6

Inclusive Electrons
in the 1993 ZEUS Data

6.1 Electron search: aim and sources of electrons

Our aim is the measurement of the semi-leptonic electron yield from charm processes.
Backgrounds to these electrons are:

1. electrons from light-quark meson decays:
the major background stems from the Dalitz decay of the ff°: TT° -+ e+e~7, which
has a branching ratio of (1.198 ± 0.032)% [111];
The contribution from (Dalitz-) decays from other mesons is negligible due to
the small branching ratios and the small production cross section of these other
mesons. Moreover, most of these electrons are removed by applying a cut on the
transverse momentum, since the pr distribution is rapidly falling with increasing
pT (fig. 6.1-a);

2. electrons from photon conversions:
Conversions in the beampipe wall, VXD inner wall, or VXD-CTD wall give rise
to many electrons, especially at low (transverse) momenta (fig.6.1-b) and at low
angles. A large fraction of the conversions can be recognized, but very asymmetric
ones can not be found and are a major background (section 6.3);

3. electrons from other heavy-quark decays:
e.g. from J/ip or T decays are not a severe background due to their small pro-
duction cross section. Moreover, most elastically produced J/^ 's are removed by
the applied events cuts;
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Figure 6.1: PT distributions of electrons in a Monte Carlo set where every event has one
semi-leptonic electron.

4. scattered electrons at low energies:
we will discuss these in section 6.4;

5. non-electrons:
at energies of only a few GeV, many of the pions and kaons look like electrons in
the calorimeter, because most of their energy is absorbed in the electromagnetic
section of the calorimeter. An important mechanism is charge exchange (i"~p —»
5r°n,7r+7i —• n°p) resulting in a real electromagnetic shower from the photons
from the decay of the n". This background can only be reduced by using the
dE/dx information (section 6.5).

6.2 Electron identification
For electron identification we have available1:

1. 'Condensates' [74], introduced in this thesis in section 4.5.3.
From MC, we know that most semi-leptonic electrons will result in a condensate of
type 'electron' in the calorimeter and that most condensates classified as 'electron'
or 'pion' originate from just one particle;

2. The energy ratio E(EMC)/E(total)
is required to be larger than 85% for a condensate to be called 'electron'. At the
low energies considered here, this fraction is required to be above 95% (fig. 6.11);

'The HES was not used because of its limited coverage in 1993.
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3. tracks: charm decays typically within 10~12 seconds, so we require tracks to start
(i.e. have their first hits) in tue VXD or the first superlayer of the CTD;

4. condensate-track matching:
the distar ce between the impact point of the extrapolated track and the position
determined by the calorimeter has to be small and the condensate energy E and
track momentum p have to match to remove overlaps and accidental matches
(although at these low momenta the calorimeter resolution and energy loss before
the calorimeter do not allow too tight a match);

5. the energy loss dE/dx of the track in the CTD (section 6.5);

6. conversion finder to establish the contribution of conversion electrons to the final,
identified-electron sample (section 6.3);

6.3 Recognizing low energy electrons: conversions

6.3.1 Conversions in ZEUS

Photons convert in the material of the detector with a probability proportional to the
radiation length of the materials traversed. While great care was taken to minimize
the thickness of the beam pipe and the inner walls of CTD and VXD, the large num-
ber of photons from 7T° decays leads to roughly 0.1 detectable photon conversion per
DIS event. Fig. 6.2 shows the number of radiation lengths a particle traverses in the
inner part of the detector. The energy of photons produced in ep interactions is in
general small, leading to even smaller momenta of the resulting conversion electrons.
Fig. 6.3 shows the photon energy reconstructed from the measured electron pairs. The
distribution peaks at 0.5 GeV. The electron track momenta and transverse momenta
are also shown. As the conversion rate increases rapidly towards the beam pipes, the
measured px are very small, mostly below 1 GeV.

6.3.2 Identification of photon conversions

The signature of a conversion is two tracks with zero opening angle that originate in the
material of the detector. The C0NVERT2 [104] algorithm considers pairs of oppositely
charged tracks as conversion candidates. Pairs of equal charge are kept for background
estimates. The procedure is illustrated in figure 6.4: The tracks are extrapolated from
their point of closest approach to the beam axis to their point of tangency in the x-y
plane. As a preselection, the difference in the polar angle (AÖ) of the two tracks is
required to be

A0<O.l (0.4)
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Figure 6.2: The number of radiation lengths Xo as a function of polar angle in the ZEUS
detector. The radiation lengths behind bcampipe, VXD, CTD, FTD and RTD are plotted
separate]/.
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Figure 6.3: a) energy distribution of photons, Ey, reconstructed from track pairs; b) mo-
mentum and c) transverse momentum distributions of electron tracks from reconstructed 7
conversions.
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track 1 (-)
\ i n^ ^ ^

track 2 (+)

Beam spot

Figure 6.4: Method used by the conversion finder: from the parameters of both tracks at
their points of closest approach (PI, P2), track helices are calculated and the distance Axy
between the two curves is calculated at the point where the two are tangent.

if the tracks have stereo hits (don't have stereo hits). The x — y sepaiation at the point
of tangency (Axy), is required to be

Axy < 0.4 (1.0) cm

if the tracks have stereo hits (don't have stereo hits).
If a track pair passes the cuts described above, a dimensionless quantity DISTB is

calculated:

(with stereo hits)

(without stereo hits)

where cr(xy) and cr(8) are the r.m.s. resolutions of the Axy and A6 distributions.
For each track, all combinations with another track are tried and the track pair

with the minimum value of DISTB is selected. If |DISTB| < 25 and the conversion
distance (\/x?onv + 2/?onv) > 5 cm, then the pair is flagged as originating from a photon
conversion, or due to background in case of equal charge.

Fig. 6.5 shows the distribution of the conversion distance of events with some addi-
tional purity cuts2, together with the background estimate using equal charges. One
can clearly see conversions originating in the beampipe and the inner VXD wall as well
as in the outer VXD and inner CTD wall.

2the events are required to come from the main event vertex (|zTertex| < 50 cm), the angle between
the photon direction and the vector between vertex and conversion point has to satisfy cos(fl) > 0.95
(0.98) space-coordinates (r - <j> coordinates), and no hits associated to the tracks are allowed in the
VXD if the conversion took place outside the VXD active area
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Figure 6.5: Reconstructed conversion radii (distance from (0,0) in the transverse plane)
for all classes of events in 1993 data. Beth tracks are required to have stereo hits and
PT > 50 MeV. The grey area is the estimated background from equal charge combinations.
The arrows correspond to the beampipe wall • VXD inner wall, both displaced by 1 cm w.r.t.
the beam axis (causing a smear of the conversion radii of the BP-VXD boundary); and VXD
outer wall - CTD inner wall.
The small figure in the upper left corner corresponds to candidates where one track has
PT < 50 MeV.
The small plots on the right show the reconstructed conversion points for 1993 data and
generated conversion points from the Monte Carlo.

6.3.3 Conversions as a tool

Identified conversions can e.g. be used to study the efficiency of electron identification
methods at low energies and for calibration of the energy loss measurement dE/dx.

For these purposes, a high-purity conversion sample is required: a further reduction
of the background is achieved by tightening the cut on DISTB at the expense of efficiency
(see fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6.6: a) efficiency in % as function of cut on DISTB (highest bin taken as 100%); b)
background in % as function of DISTB. DIS Data (solid) and MC (dashed) are shown. Only
conversion candidates at radii between 7.5 cm and 20 cm with stereo hits on both tracks have
been allowed.

6.3.4 Conversions as a background

Electrons from photon conversions in a kinematic region similar to semi-leptonic charm
decays, can be tagged with 60-75% efficiency as conversions with the conversion finder
C0NVERT2. A comparison between DIS data and MC [104] indicates that the tracking
efficiency is lower in the data than in the MC if the conversion pair contains tracks with
PT below ~ 150 MeV; the actual efficiency for finding conversions in the data would then
be lower than the above estimate. With these tagging efficiencies, photon conversions
will represent an important background source for the study of semi-leptonic charm
decays into electrons.

In [104] it was shown that also after removing electrons found by the conversion
finder C0NVERT2, there is still a considerable amount of 'semi-leptonic like' electrons
from conversions. Part of these only have one track, i.e. just the electron or the
positron, and are thus impossible to reconstruct. This will be examined in more detail
in section 6.10.
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6.4 High momentum electrons: scattered electrons

6.4.1 Recognizing Scattered electrons
Final state scattered electrons from neutral current DIS events in general have ener-
gies of O(10) GeV, which allows good identification with the calorimeter. Moreover,
events with the scattered electron in the main detector are recognized using the vari-
able S = ^2(E — Pz), where the sum runs over all energy deposits in the detector:
for fully contained events £} (E — Pz) equals twice the electron beam energy (energy-
momentum conservation), whereas it peaks at low values when the scattered electron
escapes through the beampipe.

6.4.2 Scattered electrons as a background
Not all scattered electrons have these high energies. In fact, at energies of 0(1) GeV,
the number of electrons from DIS is still outnumbering the number of electrons from
semi-leptonic charm decays of similar energies. At these small energies, the use of S
is not powerful enough to discriminate between them either, since the error on 8 can
easily be a few GeV (due to energy losses before the calorimeter, missing energy in the
rear beampipe and/or neutrinos).

So a second source (besides the conversion electrons) of background electrons is
scattered electrons of low energy.

In principle the background can be estimated from the difference between negative
and positive sign tracks in the final sample, i.e. same and opposite to sign of the e-
beam. Alternatively, it can be removed by restricting the analysis to events tagged by
an electron in the LUMI system.



6.5. dE/dx determination

6.5 dE/dx determination

6.5.1 dE/dx and particle identification

The energy loss, dE/dx, of a charged particle in a gas by ionization is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation:

dE < »r 2 2 2Z 1 I", /2m ecV/? 2 \ „, S

for a particle with charge ze passing through material consisting of an element with
atomic number Z and atomic weight A.3 It is a function of ß = v/c, hence of the
velocity of the particle. At low ß the ionization loss falls rapidly, reaches a minimum
around 7 = (1 — /32)"1/2 ~ 3, and then rises logarithmically to a plateau at very high 7.
Relating the ionization loss to the momentum 4, shows bands for the various values of m,
i.e. for the various particle types: in a scatter plot of dE/dx versus momentum (fig. 6.7-
a), one clearly sees the highly ionizing proton band at momenta below 1 GeV, and the
highly populated pion band at low energy loss. At the moment, the determination
of dE/dx is not yet good enough to see a separate electron band in this plot, which
should show up as a momentum independent band around 60-65 PADC counts. Also,
one cannot yet discriminate pions from kaons at energies above ~ 1 GeV. However,
when comparing the average dE/dx of all tracks with that of conversion electron tracks
(see below), one can see a clear difference between pion5 and electron tracks.

6.5.2 From pulse sizes to dE/dx
Passage of a charged particle through a CTD cell causes ionization of the gas, which
is measured by the flash ADC (FADC) system. This information is used to determine
the dE/dx value of the track.

The first and very important step is the correction of the raw pulse size for factors
like the path length in a cell (especially the effect of inclination 6 is large), wire-to-wire
or superlayer differences, drift distance, and the removal of multiple hits or hits close
to cell boundaries where the pulse size can be badly measured.

3me is the electron mass, rt the classical radius of the electron, the product iTrN^T]mec
7 is equal

to 0.3071 MeV cm2 g"1 . The ionization constant / is approximately given by 16Z0B eV for Z > 1. dx
is measured in mass per unit area, e.g. in g c m ' 2 . S represents the so-called density effect, which for
very energetic particles approaches 2 In 7 plus a constant. Energy loss by electrons and positrons does
not satisfy the Bethe-Bloch equation, since radiative effects (bremsstrahlung and pair production)
usually contribute more than ionization.

••The momentum p. ß, 7 and the mass m are related by p = ßym.
5We will frequently use the word pion when generic tracks are meant, since the majority of hadron

tracks is pions.
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Figure 6.8: dE/dx resolution dependence on number of truncated hits (only tracks without
saturated hits are used).

These corrected pulse sizes are then averaged to get the average energy loss of the
particle. Since the ionization loss has a typical Landau distribution, it is desirable to
reduce the effect of its tail. This is done by the method of a truncated mean [112]: one
takes the mean of 60% of the hits on the tracks, discarding the highest 30% as well as
the lowest 10% of hits ordered in pulse size. The hits left are called 'truncated hits'.
dE/dx is given in ADC counts.

The dE/dx resolution is dependent on the number of hits on the track: for a
number of truncated hits between 10 and 15, the current dE/dx resolution is about
17%, reducing to 12% for full length tracks with more than 36 truncated hits (fig. 6.8).
The resolution turns out to be the same for data and Monte Carlo, but the pion and
electron peaks are better separated on MC than they are on data (fig. 6.7-d,e and
6.7-f,g). Systematic studies are in progress to improve the dE/dx resolution.

6.5.3 External influences on pulse size
The ionization loss depends on the properties of the gas in the tracking chamber.
External effects changing the gas density reflect immediately in the average pulse size:
knowledge of the atmospheric pressure and temperature are important, as well as the
exact gas composition.

Pressure

Under the 1993 running conditions, the effect of the pressure on the pulse size is as
big as -1.3%/mbar. Correcting the calculated dE/dx values to the value at standard
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Figure 6.9: (a): pressure correction as function of run number.
(b): average dE/dx of conversions (after background subtraction) versus the pressure cor-
rect/on factor. The three low points correspond to runs in the range 6474-6545 in which the
CTD was operated under a lower HV than in the rest of the running period.

atmospheric pressure, this results in correction factors ranging from 0.7 to 1.3. The
pressure correction factor as a function of the run number is shown in figure 6.9-a.

The correlation between average pulse size and pressure, shown in figure 6.9-b, is
obvious, but there is also a large spread, indicating that there are more factors.

Temperature

The temperature of the chamber gas is not measured, but is expected to be rather
stable inside ZEUS.

Gas composition

Changes in the gas composition affect the drift velocity and the Lorentz angle (angle
between electrical field lines and drift direction), which obviously change the drift time
and distance, again reflecting in different pulse sizes and different correction functions.

High Voltage

Changes in the high voltage cause a change in the amplification of the signals. The
result of lowering the high voltage from 98% to 96% of the nominal value can be seen
in the three low points in figure 6.9-b. However, under normal conditions, the high
voltage is very stable.
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6.5.4 Setting the scale
It is obvious from the dependence on the atmospheric pressure that one cannot simply
take dE/dx as the reconstructed average pulse size. In order to obtain a usable quantity,
we have to remove the run-to-run differences caused by external effects.

We can use three methods:

1. use the pressure correction factor:
this takes away the largest variations, but it requires an accurate pressure deter-
mination (for the 1993 data, the pressure had to be obtained from log-files where
it was recorded every 36-39 minutes) and one needs to know the relation between
pressure and pulse size accurately. [113]

2. 'calibrate' using a known position on a run-by-run basis:
determine the average dE/dx for

(a) pions around 0.3 GeV, where they are minimum ionizing and best separated
from other particles in a dE/dx versus momentum plot; or

(b) electrons from photon conversions [104] or scattered electrons at high mo-
menta.

With sufficient statistics, one then gets a scale factor for every run (or range of
runs), and one can scale the measured dE/dx by this factor to remove run-by-run
differences. This procedure can be applied before or after the pressure correction
factor has been applied: if used before, all effects are supposed to be picked up
by the scale of the conversions and changes within a run are not handled (e.g.
rapid pressure variations). If used after, the effect of pressure changes during the
run is already taken into account, and the effect of other unknown effects will be
visible.

3. A combination of the two: one can set the scale run-by-run by the position of the
mip-peak, determined from the data, and correct for pressure dependences inside
the run from the accurate knowledge of the pressure. This was not yet possible
in 1993, because the pressure was only read roughly every 40 minutes, but it is
the proposed scheme for future analyses [115].

In this analysis, conversion electrons/positrons with momenta of 0.3 to 1.0 GeV are
used to set the dE/dx scale. The averages are taken per electron fill, and a few runs with
very rapid pressure variation (resulting in a wide dE/dx distribution) are discarded.
The pressure correction factor is NOT used.

The procedure is illustrated in fig 6.10: the conversion finder looks for every track
whether it can find another track parallel to the first one from its two circular (helix-
like) trajectories. Figure 6.10-a shows the dE/dx distribution for oppositely charged
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tracks; figure 6.10-b the same for like-sign tracks, which give a measure for the back-
ground. The opposite and equal-charge distributions are subtracted (fig. 6.10-d), and
the resulting signal is fit with a gaussian (fig. 6.10-e).

The relation between the average dE/dx of conversion electrons and the pressure
correction factor is shown in figure 6.9-b.

The correction factor determined from these conversions will center electrons around
66 ADC counts (where they are positioned in the MC). In the rest of this chapter, it
will replace the pressure correction factor.

6.6 Event selection

6.6.1 FLT
For this analysis, we use a limited set of GFLT subtriggers: we use those that are
unchanged over the whole 1993 run period. The vetowall is required to be silent, as
well as the C5-counter, to veto triggered upstream interactions.

A logical OR of the following subtriggers is required:

• LUMI-electron > 5 GeV and energy in the RCAL-EMC (excluding the cells next
to the beampipe) above 464 MeV;

• LUMI-electron > 5 GeV and the RCAL-EMC trigger towers including the cells
next to the beampipe above some thresholds ("REMC-threshold" > 1.250 GeV);

• BCAL EMC energy above 3.4 GeV;

• RCAL-EMC energy excluding the cells next to the beampipe above 2.0 GeV;

• "REMC-threshold" > 3.75 GeV;

• total EMC energy excluding three rings around the FCAL beampipe and one
ring around, the RCAL beampipe above 10 GeV;

• total energy (summed EMC and HAC) in the same region above 15 GeV;

• RCAL-EMC above 464 MeV, "any track" from CTD-FLT and FCAL beampipe
threshold sum below 3.75 GeV;

The vast majority of the events used later in the analysis is triggered by the first three
subtriggers.

6.6.2 SLT
The SLT vetoed out-of-time and spark events, as described in section 4.4.
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6.6.3 TLT
The TLT proceeded in two steps: first certain general vetos are applied and the events
passing those are analyzed by dedicated physics filters. The vetos used are:

• timing:
out-of-time events are rejected: photomultiplier times are corrected with the
average bunch crossing time determined by the C5 counter and the time-of-flight
from the average interaction point to the cell. All PMTs with an energy above
200 MeV are used to calculate the FCAL and RCAL times; the event is rejected
if

\TFCAL - TRCAL\ > 8 ns .OR. \TRCAL\ > 8 ns .OR.

\TFCAL\ > 8 ns .OR. \Tgtobal | > 8 ns

where FCAL times are only used if the total FCAL energy is above 2 GeV.
In addition, the times of the cells around the beampipe are used to veto if they
have more than 1 GeV of energy and are compatible within 4.5 ns with beamgas
timing;

• spark rejection:
events with less than 2 GeV outside sparking cells are called a spark; for a
sparking cell the asymmetry between its two PMTs, ((left-right)/(left+right)), is
bigger than 0.90 and energy above 1.5 GeV;

• cosmic and halo rejection:
looks for calorimeter patterns (energy and time) that look like muons. The energy
of muon must be more than half of the total energy in calorimeter;

• vertex: the event should have a vertex, with \zvtz\ < 75 cm;

• no PGas-vertex: there should not be a vertex candidate with more than 8
tracks and zvtx < -100 m

We used the lumi-tagged hard photoproduction physics TLT branch:

• P?XIETOT < 0.94 and ETOT - P?x < 100 GeV

• ETOT - Pv
z
ix > 1 GeV, Ec

T
mc > 5 GeV and LUMI-electron > 5 GeV

where .Eff" is the transverse energy outside a cone of 10 degrees around the forward
beampipe , and P"lz is the longitudinal energy component, both calculated using the
vertex position from the tracking.
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6.7. Electron selection based on Monte Carlo

6.6.4 DST
When the events are fully reconstructed, a last selection step is taken to select the
events available for physics analysis. We used the hard tagged photoproduction DST
branch, which tightens the TLT selection:

• VETOWALL off

• fully calibrated timing allows to tighten the timing window to 6 ns

• an electron in the LUMI electron tagger with an energy above 5 GeV, and ET
outside a forward cone of 10 degrees above 8 GeV.

The requirement of an electron in the LUMI electron tagger removes the scattered
electron contamination.

For the analysis we used most of the 1993 data: using runs with stable trigger
settings and omitting a few runs in which the pressure varied wildly, our data set has
a total integrated luminosity of 456 nb"1.

6.7 Electron selection based on Monte Carlo
On Monte Carlo data, a sequence of cuts was developed to select electrons out of all
calorimeter-track matching sets (fig.6.11):

1. condensate of type 'electron'

2. condensate has EMC/total>0.95

3. matching track within 7.5 cm from the condensate position

4. 0.65 < E/p < 1.2

5. track has p > 1.2,pT > 0.8 GeV/c

6. track starts in VXD or first superlayer of the CTD (SL1)

7. at least 18 truncated hits used in the dE/dx calculation

8. dE/dx > 60 FADC counts

9. condensate in BCAL or RCAL

10. NOT a conversion
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 1993 ZEUS Data
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Figure 6.11: E/p, track-cluster matching distance and electromagnetic energy fraction dis-
tributions for condensates of type 'electron' matched to a track. Electrons are shown on the
left, hadrons on the right. Tracks satisfy p > 1.2 and pr > 0.8 GeV/c. Monte Carlo data in
which every event has a semi-Jeptonic electron.

These cuts were applied on events with less restrictive selection than described above
in various MC samples: charm events with (at least) one semi-leptonic electron, charm
events without decay selection, photoproduction events of any flavour (direct and re-
solved) and NC-DIS events (Q2 > 4 GeV2). This resulted in a MC sample of some
light-quark decay electrons, very few hadrons, a few (unrecognized) conversions and
mainly low-energetic scattered electrons and semi-leptonic electrons. Most non-electron
background reduction was obtained with the dE/dx cut.

However, this cut sequence has been shown to be inadequate for real data, mainly
because the hadron and electron dE/dx bands are much closer in real data than they
are in MC. An alternative method will be described below and applied to the 1993
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6.8. Estimation via statistical method

ZEUS data.

6.8 Estimation of the electron content via a sta-
tistical method

We start with most of the above selection cuts:

1. matching distance within 7.5 cm, 0.65 < E/p < 1.2, p > 1.2, p r > 0.8 GeV

2. track starts in VXD or SL1

3. at least 18 truncated hits (SL4/5 and up), no saturated hits

4. condensate in BCAL or RCAL

From the dE/dx distribution for all tracks satisfying these cuts and matching with
an 'electron' condensate, we conclude that most of the tracks are pions: figure 6.12
illustrates this for tracks going into the barrel for part of *he data (with a less restrictive
event selection than described above).

It is obvious from these figures that o:^' cannot see a clear electron contribution
in the dE/dx plot. So most of the 'electron' condensates, even after all cuts, are stiE
pions (or rather hadrons in general).

Condensates of type 'pion' however have a negligible electron contribution: it is
very hard for an electron, certainly at the energies considered here (1.2 to about 3.0
GeV) to fake a hadron in the calorimeter. So we can compare the 'pion' condensate
distribution with the 'electron' condensate distribution, and assign a possible difference
to a true electron signal.

For this we normalize the 'pion' distribution to the 'electron' distribution in the
range of 42-54 ADC counts, where we know the true electron contribution is small.
Results on the selected data sample (section 6.6) are shown in figures 6.13 on a linear
and 6.14 on a logarithmic scale. In the logarithmic plot, one can clearly see an excess
at high dE/dx values, where electrons are expected.

To estimate this overshoot, we subtract the 'pion' distribution from the 'electron'
distribution and obtain fig. 6.15-a,b for both signs separately, and fig. 6.15-c for both
signs together. A clear signal around 70 ADC counts is visible. A Gaussian can be fit
to this signal to obtain the number of electrons. The results are shown in table 6.1.

Also shown in the same table are the results when we keep some of the parameters
fixed: since we are fitting electrons, we can fix the position and/or the width of the
distribution to the electron-value, known from the high-statistics conversions sample.
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 1993 ZEUS Data
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Figure 6.12: dE/dx distributions for 1993 data; tracks going into the barrel matching to
electron condensates, event cuts relaxed, scattered electrons included; dE/dx corrected with
conversion scale
(a): dependence on condensate energy (for higher energy, less hadrons): E>0.5, 2, 3,10 GeV;
(b): dashed: conversion candidates in the sample
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6.8. Estimation via statistical method
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Figure 6.13: dE/dx distributions of tracks matching to condensates of type 'electron' and
'pion', shown for each track sign separately, in our selected data sample (dE/dx is corrected
with conversion scale):
(a) and (b) show 'electron' overlayed with normalized 'pion' for each sign
(c) and (d) show negative tracks overlayed with positive tracks of both types
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 1993 ZEUS Data
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Figure 6.14: dE/dx distributions of tracks matching to condensates of type 'electron' and
'pion', on a logarithmic scale in our selected data sample (dE/dx is corrected with conversion
scale)

(a) and (b) show 'electron' overlayed with normalized 'pion' for each sign
(c) and (d) show negative tracks overlayed with positive tracks of both types
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6.8. Estimation via statistical method
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Figure 6.15: dE/dx distributions obtained by subtracting the normalized 'pion' distribution
from the 'electron' distribution in our selected data sample with statistical errors,
(a) and (b) show result of subtraction plus a gaussian fit to the resulting distribution for
both signs separately; (c) shows result of subtraction plus a gaussian fit to the resulting dis-
tribution for both signs added together; the dotted distribution shows the (found) conversion
contribution
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 1993 ZEUS Data

Full 3-parameter fit

+
- & +

conv.-back.

N
239 ± 67
157 ± 34
382 ± 74
179 ± 19

average dE/dx
67.4 ± 2.9
70.9 ± 1.5
69.5 ± 1.7
67.7 ± 1.1

width
8.3 ± 1.6
5.5 ± 0.9
6.8 ± 1.0
7.8 x 0.9

X2/NDF
19.0/27
45.9/27
44.0/29
7.1/11

2-parameter fit - position fixed

+
- & +

conv.-back.

N
253 ± 29
228 ± 30
488 ± 41
189 ± 15

average dE/dx
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)

width
8.6 ± 0.8
7.6 ± 0.6
8.2 ± 0.4
8.3 ± 0.7

X7NDF
19.1/27
51.6/27
47.1/29
7.8/11

2-parameter fit - width fixed

+
- & +

conv.-back.

N
248 ± 45
230 ± 22
478 ± 61
195 ± 19

average dE/dx
66.9 ± 1.4
66.0 ± 0.3
66.6 ± 0.9
66.7 ± 1.0

width
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)

X7NDF
19.0/27
53.2/29
47.7/29
7.5/11

1-parameter fit - position and width fixed

+
- & +

conv.-back.

N
253 ± 29
212 ± 28
481 ± 41
191 ± 16

average dE/dx
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)

width
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)

XVNDF
19.1/27
54.4/27
47.8/27
8.0/11

Table 6.1: Results of fits to dE/dx distributions after pion subtraction.

6.8.1 Relativistic rise of hadrons

In the discussion above, the effect of the relativistic rise of dE/dx with velocity (mo-
mentum) was not taken into account. The momentum distribution for both classes is
not the same however, as shown in figure 6.16: with increasing momentum, more and
more hadrons are classified as 'pion's. Since hadrons show an increasing ionization loss
for these momenta ('relativistic rise') whereas the energy loss for electrons is indepen-
dent of momentum, this means that the contribution to the dE/dx distribution at high
dE/dx from pions is overestimated if we do not correct for this different behaviour.

This can be done by weighting each 'pion' entry with an appropriate factor (fig. 6.16-
d).

The results of the fits to these relativistic rise corrected distributions are shown in
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6.8. Estimation via statistical method
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Figure 6.16; Afomentum distributions for tracks matching to condensates of type 'elec-
tron' (a) and 'pion' (b), shown together in c) and electrons relative to pions as function of
momentum in d).

- & +

- t +

- & +

- & +

395
258
686

306
279
592

377
332
704

301
252
570

N
±
±
±

N
±
±
±

N
±
±
±

77
173
124

Full 3-parameter :
average dE/dx

63.9 ± 1.9
67.5 ± 6.6
65.1 ± 1.8

It
width

9.1 ±
6.9 ±
8.4 ±

2-parameter fit - position fixed

30
31
43

average dE/dx
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)

width
8.0 ±
7.3 ±
7.8 ±

2-parameter fit - width fixed

62
60
72

average dE/dx
64.5 ± 1.3
64.5 ± 1.4
64.8 ± 0.8

width
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)

1-parameter fit - position and width fixed
N
±
±
±

30
29
42

average dE/dx
(66.7)
(66.7)
(66.7)

width
(8.6)
(8.6)
(8.6)

0.9
3.2
0.8

0.6
0.5
0.4

X7NDF
16.9/27
43.1/29
42.2/29

XVNDF
19.4/27
43.2/29
43.5/29

XVNDF
17.1/27
44.4/29
42.3/29

X7NDF
20.2/27
49.2/29
47.8/29

Table 6.2: Results of fits to dE/dx distributions after pion subtraction taking into account
the relativistic rise of hadrons.
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6. Inclusive Elections in the 1993 ZEUS Data

table 6.2. The results show a significant increase in fit number of electrons compared
to the results from the previous section (table 6.1).

6.9 Estimation of electron background using TT°'S

We expect most of the background to our signal to stem from photon conversions with
another considerable contribution from electrons from Dalitz decays of the TT0. Part
of the conversion background can be identified with the conversion finder, but not all
(we come back to this in section 6.10). The Dalitz decays are not recognizable with
the conversion finder, because they occur at the interaction point itself whereas the
algorithm used by the conversion finder is only applied at conversion distances of 5 cm
and more. Moreover, the opening angle between the e+ and e~ from the Dalitz decay
pair can be sizable, whereas it is zero for conversions.

Since the vast majority of photons originates from 7r° decays, we can get a handle
on both of these contributions if we can estimate the number of 7r°'s and the number
of electrons satisfying all our criteria per ir°. This is possible if we realize that:

• From a physics Monte Carlo (PYTHIA/JETSET, HERWIG) we can determine
the (momentum-dependent) TT* fraction of charged tracks, which is approximately
70% at the momenta we are looking at. Recently OPAL has published a mea-
surement of the TT* fraction of hadrons, showing a perfect agreement with the
JETSET prediction [116]. The momentum dependence of the fraction of charged
fl-* at momenta relevant to our analysis obtained with the PYTHIA/JETSET is
shown in figure 6.17-a;

• We expect the number of 7r°'s to be equal to the number of TT+'S (7r"'s) (which
we checked with the Monte Carlo to be true for pr > 0.5 GeV);

• From the data we can determine the number of tracks per nb"1 in selected angular
regions for our types of events;

• We simulated 200.000 single 7r°'s in our Monte Carlo at various momenta and
covering the full angular range used in our analysis, passed them through our de-
tector simulation package MOZART and through the reconstruction programme,
and determined the number of electrons per 7r° passing all cuts from

- conversions (TT0 —> 77, 7 —> e+e~) and

- Dalitz decays (w° -* e+e~f).

The electron contribution from conversions and Dalitz decays is then estimated in
various momentum bins from:

#tracks± - #77* - #7T° -> #6*

The results are shown in table 6.3. A small correction has to be made to these numbers:
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P range
Min

1.20
1.35
1.50
1.65
1.80
2.0
2.2
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
6.0
8.0

(GeV)
Max

1.35
1.50
1.65
1.80
2.0
2.2
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
5.0
6.0
8.0
—

# tracks
/nb-1

47.8
40.0
31.4
24.6
24.6
19.1
17.1
15.2
7.0

4.60
3.69
1.50
0.90
0.23

Input
# generated

7r°

23813
24050
7406
7407
9991

10007
15019
9983

10017
10011
17489
11250
15000
26250

fraction
7r±/any±

0.740
0.728
0.692
0.697
0.688
0.680
0.665
0.636
0.632
0.610
0.599
0.608
0.571
0.573

e± per IT0

Conversion
e*/*0 (%)

0.02
0.19
0.46
0.80
0.87
1.33
1.83
2.07
2.33
2.30
1.60
0.85
0.42
0.49

passing cuts
Dalitz

e*/*0(%)
0.00
0.03
0.04
0.19
0.21
0.21
0.33
0.35
0.37
0.27
0.29
0.17
0.07
0.07

e* in 460 nb"1

Conversion e*
total
1.35

12.41
22.77
31.12
33.62
39.38
47.47
45.58
23.46
14.88
8.05
1.77
0.49
0.15

found
0.34
5.24

14.06
18.46
22.41
26.95
36.25
37.88
19.13
13.02
6.63
1.55
0.38
0.12

Dalitz e*
total
0.00
1.93
2.01
6.86
7.73
6.22
8.46
7.71
3.73
1.72
1.44
0.35
0.09
0.02

found
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.52
0.39
0.00
0.17
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.17
0.06
0.00
0.00

Total 282.5 202.4 49.2 1.9

Table 6.3: Electrons from rc°: number of charged tracks per nb 1 in each bin, ratio of charged tracks to n , number of conversion
and Dalitz electrons per JT°, total number of conversion and Dalitz electrons in 456 nb - 1 and number of conversion and Dalitz
electrons found by the conversion finder.
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 2993 ZEUS Data

P (GeV/c)

Figure 6.17s a) Charged pion fraction; b) fraction of photons from the decay of a jr° relative
to all photons as function of momentum.

n° result
# electrons passing cuts
Identified by CONVERT2
Passing CONVERT2 veto

Conversions Dalitz
282 49
202 2
80 47

Total
331
204
127

With an additional +18% of 7's from other particles than 7r°'s:

All 7
# electrons passing cuts
Identified by CONVERT2
Passing CONVERT2 veto

Conversions Dalitz
332 49
237 2
95 47

Total
381
239
142

Table 6.4: Estimate of the background in our inclusive electron signal.

not all photons originate from TT° decays: figure 6.17-b shows the fraction of photons
from 7T° relative to the total photon yield to be 85% and practically independent of
momentum.

The estimated number of electrons from non-charm decays in 456 nb"1 is summa-
rized in table 6.4.
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6.10. Conversion background

6.10 Conversion background

We saw above, using the n° Monte Carlo, that most background originates from conver-
sions. Unfortunately, the conversion finder cannot identify all of them: if the energy is
shared very asymmetrically between the produced electron and positron, one of them
satisfies our cuts while the other has only very little p? and does not. It will not
even produce any hits in the CTD, or not enough to be reconstructed well. This is
shown in figure 6.18: the missed conversions in general have a partner electron with
a PT « 10 MeV: for this low value, the tracking will never be able to reliably find a
track. The found conversions peak at around 100 MeV, where the tracking starts to
become efficient and where also a large number of conversions occurs.

In principle, we can estimate the number of missed conversions froin the found
ones without being too sensitive to Monte Carlo simulations. This can be done by
looking at the Ee/E^ distribution at fixed E-,. The distribution of the energy fraction
of the electron from a photon converting into an e+e~ pair has been calculated by
Tsai [117]. Tsai started from the exact QED calculation for pair-production, and also
accounted for the screening of the charged nucleus by its orbiting electrons. His results

Conversion found MC Only electron track found
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: n n
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Figure 6.18: MC True Conversions: Ee-/Ey and pr(e+) distributions for conversions for
which both the electron and positron tracks have been found and the conversion is identified
by the finder; or for which just the electron track is found. The inserts show the small-pr
region.
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6. Inclusive Elections in the 1993 ZEUS Data.

E, - CO, B, 4, 2, 1, 0.5,0.25, 0.125, 0.062

2000

dtrjdx
(mb) ,7 5 0
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.* 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Ee/EgammaAl .100E+08GeV X = E -IE

Figure 6.19: Ee-/E^ (or rather (Ec- - mJ)/ (£ 7 - 2ml)) differential cross section for alu-
minium according to Tsai [117, eq. 3.9, 3.38-41] in the limit of E^ -* oo and for photon
energies of 8 (top curve), 4, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 0.0625 GeV (lowest curve).

were shown to compare very well with experimental data [117, Eickmeyer et al]. With
photon momentum k and electron momentum p (positron p' — p — k), and x = E/k,
Tsai obtained:

(6,2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

- | x ( l - x) [Z> (<£: - fa) + Z (V-i -

where r0 is the classical electron radius and for atomic number Z > 5:

<f>i(i) = 20.863 -21n[ l + (0.558467)
2)]

-4[l-0.6exp(-0.97)-0.4exp(-1.57)] ,

to(«) = 28.340-21n[l +(3.621 e)2]
-4 [1 - 0.7 exp(-8 e) ~ 0.3 exp(-29.2 e)] ,
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6.11. Expected number of electrons from chasm production Monte Casio

/(*) = * 2>(rc 2 + z) «1.202 z-1.0369 z2 +1.008 z2/(l + z) , (6.7)
n = l

7 = 100 mck/EE'Z1/3, (6.8)

£ = W0mek/EE'Z2/3. (6.9)

where z = (Z/137)*. We have coded these equations, and show the EcjE^ distribution
in fig. 6.19: for low photon energies, the distribution has the shape of a hat: the
distribution falls of rapidly at extreme Ee/E^, and shows a shallow minimum in the
center. At extreme energies, the screening becomes effective: the distribution now has
its minimum in the middle and is maximal at extreme Et/E~,.

In figure 6.20 we compare our measured distributions with the results from Tsai.
At low photon energy, the resulting electron and positron both suffer from tracking
inefficiencies: if a track is found, its parameters are reconstructed so badly that the
conversion is not recognized. At energies of 0.8-1.2 GeV, the hat-shape starts showing
up, with an additional drop off at the extremes due to tracking inefficiencies. Unfor-
tunately at energies of 2 GeV and up, when the resulting electrons get into our signal,
the measured Ee/Ey distribution is not yet accurate enough to make an estimate of
the number of missed conversions. It is a promising tool for the future, however.

6.11 Expected number of electrons from, charm
production Monte Carlo

We have determined the inclusive electron signal for events with a LUMI-tag and
ET > 8 GeV and estimated the background in the previous sections. The observed
signal has large uncertainties, however, and does not allow an accurate determination
of the electron yield, but we can conclude that we see an excess compared to the yield
from light-quark production and photon conversions. Let us now have a look at the
expected number of electrons from charm decays in 456 nb"1.

Table 6.5 shows the number of electrons expected in 456 nb"1 after all selection
cuts using the HERWIG Monte Carlo generator. HERWIG implements the lowest
order photon-gluon fusion model, j-\-g —> c + c (BGF) and resolved photon production
(j + 9 ~* c + c and q + q —v c + c; and also processes with charm from the photon-
or proton sea, e.g. g + c—*g+c,q + c—*q + c). Only events with one semi-leptonic
electron have been passed through the detector simulation, trigger and reconstruction
chain.

As discussed in chapter 5, the next-to-leading order correction increases the direct
photon contribution by about 40% (for MRSD-', it increases from 578 to 807 nb).
Next-to-leading order corrections to the resolved cross section are about as big as the
lowest order result (MRSD-' + GRV-HO: 59 increases to 126 nb). Moreover, using
the LACl photon structure functions in stead of GRV, the lowest-order (plus next-to-
leading) resolved cross section increases from 59 (126) to 328 (784) nb. An additional
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6. Inclusive Elections in the 1993 ZEUS Data.
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Figure 6.20: Ee/Ey distributions for identified conversions in the 1993 data (within
0.64 < 0 < 2.69, dis tb< 10J compared with the calculations from Tsai. The plots for
small photon energies clearly show inefficiencies of the conversion/track finding efficiency.
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6.11. Expected number of electrons from charm production Monte Carlo

BGF,
BGF,
RES,

BGF,

MRSDO
MRSD-
MRSD-

MRSDO

HERWIG -

(P)
(P)
(p) + GRV

HERWIG -

(P)

- charm

(7) qq + 99
cq + cg

Bottom

#SLe
44
72
22
58

14

Table 6.5: Number ofsemi-leptonic electrons expected in 456 nb"1 from HERWIG. HERWIG
implements the lowest order photon-gluon fusion model, 7 + g —* c + c (BGF) and resolved
photon production ("apart from g + g —> c + c and q + q —» c + c; also processes with charm
from the photon- or proton sea, e.g. g + c—*g + c,q + c-*

uncertainty results from the value of the charm quark mass (the quoted numbers are for
mc = 1.5 GeV). So from the Born results of table 6.5, we conclude to find O(50 - 200)
semi-leptonic electrons our selected 1993 data sample.

To summarize:

Table 6.1: signal from fit to dE/dx distribution
after pion subtraction

350 - 500 inclusive e-

Table 6.2: signal from fit to dE/dx distribution
after pion subtraction, rel. rise corrected

550 - 750 inclusive e*

Table 6.4: electron contribution from ir°
Table 6.4: electron contribution from any 7

ca. 330 background e*
ca. 380 background e*

Table 6.5: semi-leptonic electrons LO MC:
direct photon, photon-gluon fusion
resolved photon, gg + qq
resolved photon, eg + cq(q)

'''•. Only Born contribution. NLO contributions adds about 40% to the PGF <r
<2> Only Born contribution. NLO contributions adds 100% or more to the RES a

Using the LAC1 photon structure function increases the Born a by a factor 5

40-75W SL e*
,±

SLe*
22<2> SL e -
58

So we conclude that the number of electrons observed and the number of electrons
expected are comparable, but the uncertainties on both numbers are too big to draw
any detailed conclusions, for example on the gluon distribution.
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6. Inclusive Electrons in the 1993 ZEUS Data

6.12 Conclusions
For electron identification the energy loss measurement in the CTD, dE/dx, is crucial.
The current dE/dx resolution is about 12%, still far from the design value of 5-6%. As
a result, the electron-pion discrimination is not good enough to discriminate on a track
by track basis.

We have found a method to extract an electron signal, even with the current limi-
tations on the dE/dx performance. The observed signal is consistent with the number
of semi-leptonic electrons expected from charm production, plus a background from
conversion and Dalitz electrons.

A quantitative estimate of this background can be obtained by relating the produc-
tion of photons to that of 7T°s, which in turn can be related to the number of charged
pions and hence the number of charged tracks.

The Et/E^ distribution is a promising tool to estimate the number of missed conver-
sions in the future, which would allow for a determination of the conversion background
from the data without any Monte Carlo input.
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D* Analysis

This chapter describes the search for open charm production in the 1993 and 1994 ZEUS
data by looking for the fragmentation products of the heavy quarks which produce a
D*(2010)± using the tagging method described in section 5.3.1. It :;ses the decay chain

D0± - D0** -» (ÜT***)** (7.1)

and the mass difference

AM = M(D°7rs) - M(D°) = 145.42 MeV,

which yields a prominent signal.

The first part of this chapter (section 7.1-7.4) shows results obtained with the 1993
ZEUS data. The results presented in section 7.1-7.3 were obtained as an independent
analysis of the one published in [118]. In section 7.4 we summarize the charm cross
section estimate presented in [118].

The second part (section 7.5) shows preliminary results obtained from the 1994
data, which give a first glance at the gluon in the proton.

Finally, in section 7.6 we will briefly comment on the first results obtained with
some other ZJ** decay chains, where the D° decays into Üf~7r+7r~7r+ or into K°w+ir~
(and the charge conjugated chains).
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7. D' Analysis

7.1 1993 Trigger Conditions and Data Selection

Of the « 550 nb"1 of luminosity collected in 1993, 486 nb"1 was used for this analysis.
This restricted sample contains runs taken with stable trigger conditions and optimally
functioning detectors.

7.1.1 FLT
The FLT information used is based on energy deposits in the calorimeter, the luminosity
detectors and the CTD. We require a logical OR of the triggers also used in the previous
chapter (section 6.6).

7.1.2 SLT
The Second Level Trigger uses arrival times measured in the F - and RGAL for beamgas
background rejection, reducing the FLT trigger rate by about 60%.

7.1.3 TLT
In the TLT, more stringent cuts are applied on the event times. Beam-halo and cosmic
muons are rejected as described in section 6.6.

Beam-gas interactions are rejected requiring :

• a reconstructed vertex within \Z\ < 75 cm of the nominal interaction point,

• £,(£< - Pzi) >3GeV,

• HiPZililiEi < 0-9)

where the sums run over all calorimeter cells i and pzi is the Z-component of the
momentum vector assigned to cell i with energy E{.

A physics filter using the (z-by-timing based) tracks in the TLT, reduced the back-
ground and the output rate further by:

• (Pr)mo* > 0.5 GeV, (pr)mo* > 0.5 GeV and (pr)maz + (Pr)maz > 1.3 GeV, where
(Pr)mai is the track of positive or negative charge with the highest pr\

and

• transverse energy outside a 10° cone in the forward direction above 5 GeV;

P 7 i ;
or an electron with energy larger than 5 GeV in the LUMI electron calorimeter.
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7.2. Monte Casio Simulation

7.1.4 DST

For the D' analysis, a dedicated selection was done at the DST level: In order to
preselect D* candidates it is required that at least 3 tracks with pr > 0.1 GeV are
associated to the reconstructed vertex.

A D* invariant mass reconstruction is then done retaining candidates with

M{Kirics) - M{Kir) < 0.165 GeV
and

1.7 GeV < M(KTT) < 2.0 GeV.

Also, for those combinations with M(Kirirs) — M(Kir) < 0.15 GeV, events are selected
if 1.40 GeV < M(KTT) < 2.1 GeV, in order to check for the presence of a D° peak in
the M(K7r) invariant mass distribution of the D* candidates.

No requirement on the charge of the decay products is made so that wrong charge
combinations can be used as a background estimator.

7.2 Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo programs HERWIG [120] and PYTHIA [121] are used to model
the hadronic final states in cc production. Both generators include parton showers in
the initial and final states. Fragmentation into hadrons is simulated with the LUND
string model [122] as implemented in JETSET 7.3 [123] in the case of PYTHIA, and
with a cluster algorithm in the case of HERWIG. The lepton-photon vertex is modelled
according to the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA) [124] in the case of PYTHIA,
whereas HERWIG uses exact matrix elements for the PGF component and the EPA
for resolved processes. For both direct and resolved processes, only LO processes are
included for the hard process.

For both Monte Carlo models a large number of cc events was generated, but only
those containing at least one charged D*, decaying into D°TS with subsequent decay
D° —» Kir, were processed through the standard ZEUS detector and trigger simulation
programs and through the event reconstruction package.

In both Monte Carlos we have generated direct and resolved components setting
mc = 1.5 GeV. The parton densities in the proton were described by MRSD-' [22]
and by GRV [33] in the case of the photon. For systematic checks, we also generated
events using different parametrisations for the proton (MRSD0' [22]) and the photon
(LAC1 [33]).
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7. D* Analysis

600
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3 4 5

PT{D>) (GeV/c)

Figure 7.1s Effect of pi > 0.160 GeV/c cut on slow pion on pr distributions of a.)
K(ir) and b) D* HERWIG, BGF: open histograms: no cut on PT(VS)> shaded histograms:
PT{*S) > 0.160 GeV/c. HERWIG5.8 • \r\{D')\ < 1.5

7.3 D* Observation

7.3.1 Reconstruction method
We restrict ourselves to a kinematic region where the efficiency of the tracking detectors
is high and systematics are well understood by putting the following requirements on
the tracks:

• pT> 0.16 GeV;

• \r)\ < 1.5, corresponding to 25° < 8 < 155°.

Monte Carlo studies show that the p? of the soft pion is typically very small, only 10%
of them having more than 0.16 GeV. For the K and 7r from the D° decay we require

Pairs of such tracks with opposite charge are combined and considered in turn to be
a kaon or a pion. The combination is accepted as a possible D° candidate if the Kir
invariant mass lies in the range

1.80 < M(Kir)< 1.93 GeV

(the nominal value of the D° mass is 1.865 GeV [111]). To reconstruct D** mesons,
these D° candidates are combined with an additional track assumed to be a pion having
charge opposite to that of the kaon. The mass difference AM = M(Kinrs) ~ M(KTT)

is then evaluated.
After the above cuts, more than 95% of the D* have pr{D') > 1.7 GeV, as is

shown in figure 7.1, so we impose this as an additional requirement to reject part of
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7.3. Dm Observation

0.1*5 0.15 0.115 0.10

a) AM (GeV) b) AM (GeV)

Figure 7.2: D' — D° mass signal for D° mass window; a) right- and wrong-sign charge
combinations; b) fit of background (A(x - m*)fl) and Gaussian signal

the remaining backgrounds and restrict this analysis to the kinematic region defined
by:

pT(D') > 1.7 GeV,

\V(D')\ < 1.5.

7.3.2 AM and M{D°) signals
The resulting AM distribution is shown in fig. 7.2: a clear peak is observed around
AM = 145.5 MeV.

Tracks with the same charge are selected for determining the shape of the back-
ground in the Kir invariant mass distribution. This distribution can be well fit using
the function A x (AM - m*)B.

The signal distribution is then fit assuming this function for the background plus a
Gaussian to parametrise the signal shape. The background shape parameters obtained
in the signal fit agree with the values obtained fitting the wrong charge distribution.

To check whether the events are really produced according to the decay channel
7.1, we show in fig. 7.3 the M(Kv) distribution for photoproduction events in the AM
range from 142 MeV to 149 MeV. A clear signal is seen around the nominal value of
the D° mass. We can fit this distribution with an exponential background shape plus
a Gaussian for the signal. The number of observed D° (74 ± 15) is consistent with the
number of D* obtained from the fit to the AM distribution (88 ± 16).

We obtain a mean value of M(D°) = (1.849 ± 0.005) GeV, slightly below the
nominal value, with a width of (20 ± 4) MeV, consistent with the value of 17 MeV
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7. D* Analysis

8S4fl± O48B9
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Figure 7.3: D° mass signal for AM window (stable FLT bits) with fit of Gaussian signal
on an exponential background.

obtained from Monte Carlo simulation.

Event classes

The events can be classified as:

• DIS events:
DIS candidates are classified requiring that they have an electron identified in
the calorimeter with yc < 0.71. The Q2 for these events is larger than 4 GeV2.
These requirements are fulfilled by about 20% of the selected events. Figure 7.4
shows the AM signal for the DIS candidates. One of the events in the peak is
shown in fig. 7.5.

• Photoproduction events:
photoproduction events do not show a scattered electron in the UCAL and have
Q2 < 4 GeV2. They are selected by the absence of an electron in the calorimeter
and, to remove possible remaining background where the electron was not found
although it was present, by requiring 6 = £),(£; - Pzi)/2Ee < 0.7. (For fully
contained DIS events, 5 is 1). For photoproduction 6 equals yjß- Correcting for
energy losses, this cut corresponds to W < 275 GeV for photoproduction events.

• Tagged Photoproduction events:
About a quarter of the photoproduction events has an electron in the electron
tagger of the LUMI system.

1ye is defined in equation 5.15.
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7.3. D* Observation

0.14 0.15 0.16

AM (GeV)

Figure 7.4: AAf signal for D* in DIS (selected using Ec > 4.0 GeV, Q2 > 4.0 GeV2,
E - Pz> 35.0 GeV, ye < 0.7 and standard D' selection)

Zeus Run 7201 Event
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Figure 7.5: Q2 - 300 GeV2 iVC-jDJS erait with D' in RZ and XY view (c).

The relatively large fraction of DIS candidates is due to the higher FLT trigger accep-
tance for DIS events than for photoproduction events and to the harder pr(D') and
PT(ITS) spectrum for these events.
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7. D* Analysis

7.4 Cross section determination

Even though we only have a limited number of events and the kinematical range cov-
ered by the final tracking cuts is small, we can try to estimate the charm photoproduc-
tion cross section from the observed signal. Here we summarize the results presented
in [118]. We refer to that paper for details.

7.4.1 ep D* cross section
The ep cross section is obtained from the number of observed D', TV, the integrated
luminosity C = 486 nb"1, and the combined branching ratio of the decay chain 7.1,
BR = (2.73 ± 0.11)% [111, 119], using

N
CxBRx Ace'

Ace is the acceptance denned as the number of detected over generated D' —* KTTTTS
decays in the kinematic range chosen. Restricting ourselves to photoproduction events
with W > 115 GeV, where the acceptance is above 8%, and requiring W < 275 GeV
to remove possible remaining DIS background where the scattered electron was not
identified, we obtain 48 ± 11 D"s. The overall acceptance in the kinematic region
{pr(D') > 1-7 GeV, \v{D')\ < 1.5} for a W range of (115 < W < 275) GeV is
Ace = 11.4%.

In [118] many systematic checks have been performed:

• a systematic shift of +18% is estimated using different structure function parametriza-
tions;

• a shift of +14% was found using HERWIG with MRSD-'/GRV in stead of PYTHIA
with the sp.me structure functions;

• a systematic error of 8% is found varying the cuts on pr{K, w) between 0.3 GeV
and 0.7 GeV and on pr(fs) between 0.1 GeV and 0.25 GeV;

• the systematic error on the number of events is 10%, obtained using different
background parametrisations to fit the signals;

• The systematic error of the luminosity measurement is 3.5%.

Together these errors result in an error on the cross section of ile^o-

Using the above quantities, we measure the ep cross section for D** production <r(ep —>
D#±X) = cr(ep -> D'+X) + <r{ep -> D'~X) as

cr(ep -> D^X) = (32 ± 7 [stat) t* {syst)) nb

for {pT{D') > 1.7 GeV, \r){D')\ < 1.5}, (115 < W < 275) GeV and Q2 < 4 GeV2.
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7.4. Cross section determination

7.4.2 jp charm cross section
cc - D#±

We first need to know the fraction of cc events resulting in a D*+ or D'~. For this, we
use the recent result of the OPAL collaboration giving (52.0 ± 4.2) % [119].

Extrapolation outside 77 and pr range

Extrapolation to the full kinematical region is very delicate, and depends on the as-
sumed behaviour of the proton and photon structure functions: the various photon
structure functions result in very different angular distributions resulting in different
acceptances of the angular range used. Moreover, they also affect the pr(D') distribu-
tion, as does the value of the charm quark mass.

The uncertainty on the extrapolation was determined with PYTHIA and is denoted
by Acxt (SF) in table 7.1 for a fixed charm quark mass of mc = 1.5 GeV. The result of
using HERWIG in stead of PYTHIA is denoted by Aczi (MC). Using a charm quark
mass of 1.35 GeV raises the estimated cross section by 15%, whereas it goes down by
40% when 1.8 GeV is used.

Estimation of the 7p cross section

From the ep cross section, we can now determine the 7p cross section using the EPA
formula:

,«,(,) = /"""dy j Q m " dQ2 • $(y,Q2) • <rrp(W,Q2),

where

is the flux of transverse photons, Q^ln = m2
t^- and Q2

max = 4 GeV2. Since Q2 is small,
neglecting the contribution of longitudinally polarized photons is a good approximation.

The 7p cross section is then obtained as the ratio of the corresponding ep cross
section, integrated over the Q2 and y range covered by the measurement, and the
effective photon flux factor * also integrated over the same y and Q2 ranges. The
photoproduction cross section is then given by

<r(7p -» D'±X) = <r(ep -> D^X)^ , (7.2)

where $ is the integrated photon flux. The results are shown in table 7.1. Fig. 7.6
shows the result together with earlier measurements in fixed target experiments [125]
and the results of QCD calculations [83, 87] for mc = 1.5 GeV.
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7. D' Analysis

w
(GeV)

115 - 205
205 - 275

115 - 275

Ace

(%)
8.1
22.4

11.4

Acxt

(%)
16.2
8.8

A(Acc
SF

+83 cr
-49'»
+»2»
-43'»

• Atxt)
MC

+54%
+30%

Integrated
*

0.0367
0.0122

13.7 | ±£% | +48% | 0.0488

(W)
(GeV)

163 ± 16
243 ± 24

198 ± 20

N

21 ± 7
28 ± 8

48 ±11

<r(ep -> ccX)

0.23 ± 0.08^;ii
0.21 ± 0.06+ :̂10

0.45 ± O.lliöia

<r(7P -+ ccX)
fob)

6.3 db 2.2^3^ |l
16.9±5.21J5"|

Table 7.1: Acceptances and ep and 7p cross sections from the 1993 ZEUS D* data. The
uncertainty on the total acceptance is given as one due to structure functions fSF,) and a
second one obtained by using HERWIG in stead ofPYTHIA (MC). (From [118])

10

T

I

ZEUS 93 DATA
low energy DATA

W (GeV)

Figure 7.6: Total cc photoproduction cross section as a function of W. The solid dots
are the 1993 ZEUS measurements and the open dots are earlier measurements from Rxed
target experiments. The inner error bars are the statistical and the outer ones the system-
atic errors. The solid line represents the central prediction of NLO calculations [87] with
MRSD'_/GRV HO parametrisations of the proton/photon structure function using PR = mc

(for mc = 1.5 GeV) as the renormalization scale. The shaded band represents the theo-
retical uncertainties coming from varying this scale in the range 0.5 < fin/mc < 2. The
dashed line represents the central prediction of MRSD'_/LAC1 and the dash-dotted line is
MRSiyo/GRV HO. (From [118])
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7.5. 1994 D' Analysis

7.5 1994 D* Analysis

The larger integrated luminosity (3 pb"1 of e+p data) allows checking the 1993 In-
dependence of the photoproduction cross section, a determination of the charm pro-
duction cross section in DIS and a look at the gluon density in the proton.

At the time of the writing of this thesis, these analyses were still in an early stage,
but we would like to present some exciting features already here.

7.5.1 1994 Trigger and Event Selection

Compared to 1993, the FLT was tightened using timing information from the C5
counter and the SRTD, vetoing trigger of beam-gas events with an early hit in these
detectors. The main calorimeter triggers used in 1993 were put in coincindence with a
track requirement at the FLT. We use triggers LUMI*CAL*CTD and CAL*CTD.

As described briefy in section 4.4, physics filters were introduced in the SLT. Our
main SLT filter required Pz/E < 0.92, E-Pz > 6 GeV and BEMC+REMC > 5 GeV.

The offline selection code described above (looking for invariant mass ranges in
M(K, 7r) and AM) was moved to the TLT, where it was applied to tracks obtained
with reconstruction running on the first 5 superlayers of the CTD using the z-by-timing
and FADC systems. D* candidates were selected if:

1.4 < M{Kn) < 2.2 GeV
and M{Kinrs) - M{KK) < 0.18 GeV.

No special selection was made at the DST-level: all events passing the D' filter at the
TLT were selected.

All data taken with positron beam is used in the analysis, in total 3 pb"1.

7.5.2 AM and M(D°) signals - 1994 data

Fig. 7.7 shows the AM and M(D°) distributions for the full 1994 data selected using
the same cuts as used in the 1993 analysis. A fit to fig. 7.7-a yields 352 ± 49 events in
the peak, with AM = 0.1455 ± 0.0012 GeV. Fitting the D° peak in fig. 7.7-b results
in M(D°) = 1.863 ± 0.002 GeV.

We now have sufficient statistics to investigate further cuts to reduce the background
with limited loss of signal [126]. A promising tool is the fraction of transverse momen-
tum taken by the D* relative to the transverse energy outside a 10° cone in the forward
direction, £fon<r. In fig. 7.8 it is shown that a cut on the quantity PT{D*)/E™"' reduces
the background considerably whereas the signal reduces only by 10% (to 322 ± 28).
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a) AM (GeV) b) M{D°) (GeV)

Figure 7.7: AM (0.5 MeV/bin) and M{D°) (20 MeV/bin) signals for the 1994 data
triggered by the TIT D' trigger with pr(K,ir) > 0.5 GeV/c, pr(*"s) > 0.16 GeV/c,
PT(D') > 1.7 GeV/c, \TI{K,TT,TTS,D')\ < 1-5 as in 1993.
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Figure 7.8: AM (0.5 MeV/bin) and M(D°) (20 MeV/bin) signals tor the 1994 data as in
fig. 7.7, with the additional requirement ofpT(D*)/E^ne > 0.15.

7.5.3 Touching on the gluon
The photoproduction events can be used to get a handle on the gluon distribution as
described in section 5.4, using eq. 5.19:

with

P • q 2yEe

when we have a sample of direct photon events.
The inelasticity parameter z can be used to remove most of the resolved photon
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7.5. 1994 D* Analysis

Monte Carlo 1994 Data

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.15 0.16

AM

Figure 7.9: z distributions (MC) for direct (a) and resolved (d) Monte Carlo events and
AM signals for 1994 data using z > 0.2 to reduce the resolved contribution (b,c) and

> 0.15 for further background reduction (c,f).

contribution: because of kinematics, resolved photon events are at very low z, whereas
direct photon events extend up to large z. This is illustrated in fig. 7.9.

Reconstructing xg with eq. 5.19 for events satisfying z > 0.2, we obtain fig. 7.10,
showing the D' signal in bins of xg. To account for the fragmentation function, which
results in the D' taking on average 80% of the momentum of the c quark, we used p(c) =
p(D')/0.8 and we corrected the measured yjß with a correction factor determined from
MC (approximately y = 1.15yjß). A charm quark mass of 1.5 GeV was assumed when
using eq. 5.19.

Fig. 7.11 shows the xg distribution for right and wrong sign combinations (0.143 <
AM < 0.148 and 1.80 < M(D°) < 1.92) and the resulting distribution when the two
are subtracted, as well as the results of the fits to the AM distribution in each xg bin.

We note that the xg range presently covered is limited because of the applied track-
ing 6 cuts: the largest xg, xg > 0.1, is too forward and very small xg, xg < 4 • 10~4, is
too backward to be in the acceptance of the 9 cuts (fig. 7.12).
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Figure 7.10: AM signals for 1994 data in xg bins.
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Figure 7.11: xg distribution for 1994 data (1.80 < M{K,it) < 1.91 GeV and
0.143 < AM < 0.148 GeV). a) right and wrong sign distributions; b) background sub-
tracted xg distribution (dashed) and signal in xB bins from Rts to the AM distributions in
each bin (open circles with error bars) (c = D*/0.8, y corrected according to MC (from J/JBJ,
mc = 1.5 GeV)
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Figure 7.12: Monte Carlo xg versus 0(D*); the tracking cuts on 6 are indicated by the
arrows.
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Figure 7.13: AAf signals for 1994 NC DIS events for Q* > 7 GeV2 and C?2 > 25 GeV2. For
Q2 > 25, an additional requirement ofpT(D') > 3.0 GeV/c is imposed.

7.5.4 D* in DIS
Fig. 7.13 shows a clear D* signal in NC DIS events with electrons reconstructed in the
UCAL satisfying the standard cuts used in the 1993 DIS F2 analysis [27]: Ee > 5 GeV,
yc < 0.95, yjB > 0.04, 35 < E - Pz < 65 GeV, |xe | > 14 cm or |ye| > 14 cm,
Q2 > 7 GeV2, applied on the sample obtained with the selection described above. The
signal corresponds to 63 ± 13 D"s for Q2 > 7 GeV2.

This signal can be checked with an indepent trigger, not using the (complicated)
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tracking triggers in the PLT and TLT, but triggering on the presence of the scattered
electron. Work on this subject is ongoing.

7.5.5 Outlook
The 1994 ZEUS data allows to measure the probed gluon momentum fraction in the
proton. px(D') and T){D*) distributions can be obtained for D* production in photo-
production [126], which, when compared with next-to-leading order calculations, will
help to discriminate between various parametrizations (as said before, the shape of
both distributions depends strongly on the structure function used).

Also a determination of the charm cross section in NC DIS will be feasible.

Because of improvements in the tracking, the inclusion of the RTD and better un-
derstanding of systematics, it is expected that the pr cuts can be lowered and the 77
range can be widened in 1994. The extension to lower (more backward) 77 allows to
identify events at lower xg where the differences between the various gluon distribution
functions are larger.

In 1995 also the FTD will be operational, allowing measurements at larger 7, which
would possibly allow a measurement of the photon structure function, where the dif-
ferences between various models most clearly show up in the forward region.

7.6 Other D* Channels
Apart from the already mentioned channel, some more D* decay chains are promising
when higher luminosity is delivered by HERA. In the following, we will discuss them
briefly.

7.6.1 D*+ -> D°7r+, D° -> üT-7r+7r-7r+

The use of this channel is much more complicated, since the combinatorial background
is much much larger. This prevented the use of selection code in the trigger, because
this was much too CPU intensive.

A first attempt has been made by [127] to identify the K using the dE/dx mea-
surement in the CTD: in this many body decay, the tracks have on general very low
momenta, and K — rr separation is feasible (see section 6.5). After all analysis cuts,
the resulting mass distribution showed a small excess at the expected position. Unfor-
tunately the signal to background ratio is still very small.

7.6.2 D*+ -> D°n+,D° -> K°v+ir-,K? -» TT+TT"

The analysis [128] uses a UT°-finder [129], which looks for tracks at a point away from the
interaction point: the decay length of the Ä5 is typically a few centimeters, resulting
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Figure 7.14: D' -» üf°7T7r?rs (figures from [128]):
a) Mass spectrum M(ir+ir~) of the Kg candidates. The lines indicate the region selected for
the D' search; b) M{K°svx) distribution for D* candidates with (0.142 < AAf < 0.147J GeV;
c) AM for the final sample. The fit consists of a gaussian for the signal (25 ± 10 D') and
a normalized background shape; d) AM of the background determined in a control region
('K0' mass region of 0.44 - 0.47 GeV, i.e. just below the K° mass).

in a secondary vertex well separated from the primary event vertex. The method
starts by selecting two-track pairs consistent with a K° when pion masses are assumed
(0.482 < M(7T7r) < 0.512 GeV), and combining these with other tracks looking for the
an invariant K°vv mass in the range 1.75 < M(Jfo7T7r) < 1.92 GeV. The resulting
'D0 ' was then combined with any of the remaining tracks to form a D*. After cuts on
PT{D') > 1.7 GeV, a clear signal in AM = A/(tfo7r7r7rs) - M(ü:07r7r) is seen, with a
signal to background ratio of about 1:1 (fig. 7.14).
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7.6.3 Other charmed hadrons
We do not comment on the observation on other charmed hadrons, but remark that
also the D, —• < r̂+ —•> (K+K~)n+ and A+ —* pK~n+ have been observed on top of
large backgrounds in the 1994 data, using dE/dx information to identify the slow p's
and K 's resulting from these decays [130].

7.7 Conclusions

Clear evidence for D' production was shown with the 1993 ZEUS data. The D'
cross section was measured in the central rapidity region, |T;| < 1.5, for px(D') >
1.7 GeV/c. From this, the fp charm cross section could be estimated, albeit with large
uncertainties arising from the extrapolation outside the measured kinematical range
which depends strongly on the assumed structure functions for the proton and the
photon. Using extreme alternatives, the estimated fp cross section is in agreement
with NLO calculations.

The 1994 data allows a more accurate measurement and possiblly an extension of the
measured kinematical range. Isolation of direct events is feasible using the inelasticity
variable z and allows to measure the xB distribution in the proton. px(D') and rj(D')
distributions will give additional discriminative power between various p and 7 struc-
ture function parametrizations. A determination of the charm cross section in DIS will
be feasible.

Apart from the D<:fc —* D°7r± —• (K^ir^)^ decay chain, other decays have been
observed. They will be also used in future analyses.
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Summary

The structure of the proton has been the subject of study of many experiments scat- \
tering electron, muon or neutrino beams off fixed targets in the last 30 years. HERA, i
operational since 1992, is the first electron-proton facility with colliding beams, thereby i
increasing the center-of-mass energy and allowing to probe the proton with larger re- ;
solving power, measured by the virtuality of the exchanged boson Q2, and at smaller j
parton momentum fractions, x. \

We describe the ZFUS detector, in particular its configuration during 1993 data ]
taking. For this ana'.ysis, we mainly use the high resolution uranium calorimeter, the I
central tracking deiector and the electron tagger. Furthermore, we describe the three
level trigger system that plays a crucial role in background reduction, in particular
with increasing luminosity.

The subject of this thesis is charm production at HERA, especially in photoproduction
(Q2~0). In lowest order, the production of heavy quarks proceeds via photon-gluon
fusion. Thus "i measurement of charm production provides a handli on the gluon
structure ot the proton. (Leading and next-to-leading order processes together result
in a total cross section of cr(ep—t eccX) ~ 0(1.0 /ib).) (' L< ~- • •

We have discussed methods to tag charm events using D'* reconstruction and the
semi-leptonic decays of charmed hadrons. Using Monte Carlo simulations we showed
how these events can be used to measure the distribution of the gluon momentum
fraction xg, which we can probe down to values of 5 • 10"4.

Using the 1993 ZEUS data, we measured the inclusive electron yield in tagged photo-
production events with the aim of extracting the contribution from semi-leptonic charm
decays. The use of dE/dx is crucial to reduce the large background of misidentified
hadrons. Its current resolution does not allow a discrimination on a track by track
basis, so we have developed a statistical method to extract an electron signal. The
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extracted signal is consistent with the number of semi-leptonic electrons expected from
charm production, plus a background from photon conversions and Dalitz electrons.

A quantitative estimate of this electron background was obtained from a Monte
Carlo study of 7r°'s in our detector, normalized to the observed number of charged
particles. An estimate of the number of non-found photon conversions can be obtained
from the data by comparing the measured Ee/Ey distribution to the theoretical curves.

The 1993 ZEUS data was also used to extract signals of D* production in photoproduc-
tion as well as deep inelastic scattering events. From the measured D* cross section, the
7P charm cross section was estimated. The estimated fp cross section is in agreement
with NLO calculations.

With the higher statistics of the 1994 data, separation of various contributions to
charm production will be feasible, giving a handle on both p and 7 structure functions.
A determination of the charm cross section in DIS is feasible.
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Studie van charmproduktie bij HERA
met de ZEUS-detektor

Samenvatting

In de afgelopen 30 jaar is de struktuur van het proton het onderwerp geweest van een
aantal experimenten waar een stilstaand doelwit bestudeerd werd door het te beschieten
met elektron-, muon- of neutrinobundels. HERA, in bedrijf sinds 1992, is de eerste
elektron-protonmachine met botsende bundeis. Dit maakt het mogelijk het proton
met een groter oplossend vermögen, aangeduid met Q2, te bestuderen en partonen met
kleinere impulsfrakties, x, waar te nemen.

In dit proefschrift beschrijven we de ZEUS-detektor, in het bijzonder zoals die in
1993 operationeel was. Voor onze analyse gebruiken we de hoge-resolutie calorime-
ter, de dradenkamer en de elektron- 'tagger'. Daarnaast beschrijven we het drie-lagige
trigger systeem, dat een cruciale rol speelt in het verwerpen van achtergrond.

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is charmproduktie bij HERA, waarbij we ons voor-
namelijk concentreren op fotoproduktie (Q2 ~ 0). De produktie van zware quarks
gebeurt, in laagste orde, door middel van foton-gluonfusie. Daardoor kunnen we door
het meten van charmproduktie informatie verkrijgen over de gluonstruktuur van het
proton. (Laagste orde processen geven samen met processen van een orde hoger (NLO)
een totale werkzame doorsnede van a(ep—> eccX) ~ 0(1.0 pb).)

We hebben manieren besproken om deze gebeurtenissen (events) te herkennen
met behulp van reconstructie van Z)** -deeltjes en de semi-leptonische vervallen van
gecharmeerde hadronen. Met Monte Carlo simulaties hebben we laten zien hoe we met
deze events de verdeling van de impulsfraktie gedragen door het gluon, xB, tot aan
waarden van 5 • 10~4 kunnen meten.

Met de data die ZEUS in 1993 verzameld heeft hebben we de inclusicve elektron-
opbrengst gemeten in fotoproduktie- events, om daaruit de bijdrage van elektronen
uit semi-leptonische vervallen van charm te bepalen. Hierbij is het gebruik van de
meting van het energieverlies van een deeltje in de dradenkamer, dE/dx, cruciaal om
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de enorme achtergrond van hadronen te reduceren. De bepaling van dE/dx is echter
nog niet zo nauwkeurig dat we voor individuele sporen kunnen bepalen met welk deeltje
we te maken hebben. We hebben daarom een statistische methode gebruikt om het
elektronsignaal te extraheren. Het verkregen signaal komt overeen met het verwachte
signaal van elektronen uit het semi-leptonische verval van charm met een achtergrond
van elektronen uit fotonconversies en uit Dalitz-vervallen.

We hebben een kwantitatieve afschatting van deze achtergrond gemaakt met be-
hulp van een Monte Carlo studie van 7r°-en in onze detektor, genormeerd op het
waargenomen aantal geladen deeltjes. Het is mogelijk om de achtergrond van niet-
gevonden fotonconversies af te schatten uit de data zelf door de gemeten Ee/Ey verde-
ling te vergelijken met theoretische berekeningen.

Daarnaast hebben we de 1993 data gebruikt om D*-signalen te verkrijgen in foto-
produktie en in diep-inelastische verstrooiing (DIS). De werkzame doorsnede voor
fotoproduktie van charm is afgeschat uit de gemeten werkzame doorsnede voor D*
produktie, en in overeenstemming met NLO berekeningen.

Met de grotere statistiek van de 1994 data is het mogelijk verschillende bijdragen
aan charmproduktie te (onder)scheiden, zodat we onderscheid kunnen maken tussen
verschillende p- en 7-struktuurfunkties. Ook is het mogelijk een werkzame doorsnede
te bepalen van charmproduktie in DIS.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

"Study of chaim production using the ZEUS detector"
door Roei van Woudenberg

1. Een volledig consistente berekening van charmproduktie bij HERA vereist para-
metrisaties van struktuurfunkties van proton en foton zonder charm-zee.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

2. De herontdekking van het pomeron door de HERA-experimenten heeft vooralsnog
niet geleid tot een beter begrip van de dynamische struktuur van dit object.

M. de Kamps, Diffractive vector meson production measured at ZEUS, resultaten ge-
presenteerd op de EPS Conferentie in Bru sel, juli-augustus 1995.

3. Bij de positionering van de RHES in de ZEUS-opstelling is geen rekening gehouden
met de hoeveelheid materiaal vóór de calorimeter.

Dit proefschrift, bh. 29.

4. Voor een goede bepaling van dE/dx is het wenselijk de centrale dradenkamer van
ZEUS te voorzien van een systeem voor klimaatbeheersing.

Dit proefschrift, bh. 92 en W.W.M. Allison en P.R.S. Wright, in: Th. Ferbel, Exper-
imental Techniques in High-Energy Nuclear and Particle Physics, 2nd edition, World
Scientific 1991, biz. 4 13-414.

5. De enorme verbetering van de signaai-achtergrond verhouding in de Z>*-analyse
rechtvaardigt het uitbreiden van ZEUS met een micro-vertex-detektor.

Dit proefschrift, figuur 5.9 en F. Ould-Saada, in Proc. 4th Symp. on Heavy Quark
Physics, Orsay 25-29 June 1991 & DESY 91-138.

6. Het runnen van een Monte Carlo programma is één grote gok, zeker als dit niet
met heel veel oplettendheid gebeurt.

7. Bezuiniging op wachtgelden voor AIO's en OIO's kan eenvoudig worden bereikt
door de totale termijn voor de procedures van een promotie(aanvraag) te verkor-
ten van 6 maanden naar enkele weken.

8. Gezien het enorme aantal 9- en 12-volts transformatoren in de Nederlandse
huishoudens is het raadzaam in nieuwbouwhuizen een tweede, laagspannings-,
elektriciteitsnetwerk aan te leggen.

z.o.z.



9. Het enonne aantal scheve horizons op foto's kan eenvoudig voorkomen worden
door het aanbrengen van een klein waterpasje in de zoeker van elke fotocamera.

10. Conducteurs dienen de reizigers niet zozeer op het eindstation, maar juist op de
tussenstations, attent te maken op het meenemen van hun petsoonlijke eigen-
dommen bij het verlaten van de trein.

11. 5% van de post wordt met op de volgende werkdag bezorgd.

Kwaliteitsmeter Post, uitgave PTT Post.

13. Deze stelling is een mistelling.


